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Agenda
National Executive Council
Meeting of:

27th meeting of the National Executive Council of the National Union of Students

Place:

Camden Centre

Date and time:

20th November 2013 11:00

Members:
Zones

Toni Pearce (President & Chair)
Joe Vinson & Amy Smith (Further Education)
Rachel Wenstone & Tom Flynn (Higher Education)
Dom Anderson & Hugh Murdoch (Society & Citizenship)
Raechel Mattey & Nosheen Dad (Union Development)
Colum McGuire & Chantel Le Carpentier (Welfare)

Liberation

Aaron Kiely & Malia Bouattia (Black Students)
Hannah Paterson & Jawanza Ipyana (Disabled Students)
Sky Yarlett & Finn McGoldrick (LGBT)
Kelley Temple & Tabz O'Brien Butcher (Womens)

Sections

Daniel Stevens & Arianna Tassinari (International Students)
Josh Rowlands & Emma Barnes (Mature & Part Time Students)
Anna Chowcat & Amy Gilligan (Postgraduate Students)

Nations

Stephanie Lloyd & Rhiannon Hedge (NUS Wales)
Gordon Maloney & Robert Foster (NUS Scotland)
Rebecca Hall (NUS-USI)

Block

Jeni-Marie Pittuck, Rosie Huzzard, Rhiannon Durrans, Harry Fox, Ben Dilks, James
McAsh, Peter Smallwood, Paul Abernethy, Charles Barry, Chris Clements, Jessica
Goldstone, Edmund Schluessel, Marc McCorkell, Kirat Raj Singh

Apologies:

Fergal McFerran, Matt Stanley

In attendance:

Amy Davies (Chair support), Megan Evans (minute-taker), Ben Kernighan (Group Chief
Executive), Alex Jones, Lucy Hawthorne, Debbie McVitty, Graham Aitkinson, Graeme Wise,
Hilary Carter, Collette Bird.
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No

Item

Action

Paper

Lead

Time

Verbal

TP

5 mins

1. Introduction and administration
1.1

Welcome and President’s opening remarks

1.2

Apologies, quorum count and notice of meeting

Note

Verbal

TP

2 mins

1.3

Disclosure of potential conflicts of interest from the agenda

Note

Verbal

TP

2 mins

1.4

Minutes of the last meeting 17th September 2013

Approve

1.4

TP

5 mins

Discuss

1.4

TP

5 mins

TP

10 mins

1.5

th

Actions and matter arising from the last meeting 17
September 2013

2. Accountability and NEC Member Reports
2.1

National President report and questions

Approve

2.1

2.2

Zone reports and questions

Approve

2.2

15 mins

2.3

Liberation reports and questions

Note

2.3

10 mins

2.4

Sections reports and questions

Note

2.4

10 mins

2.5

Nations reports and questions

Note

2.5

10 mins

2.6

Scrutiny and Group Committees report and questions

Note

Verbal

5 mins

2.7

Report from Block members on Member Unions

Note

Verbal

10 mins

3. Reports (to note)
3.1

NUS UK Trustee Board minutes 18th September 2013

Note

3.1

TP

2 mins

3.2

Note those subject to no platform

Note

3.2

TP

2 mins

3.3

Update on Estimates 2014-15

Note

3.3

RW

10 mins

Approve

4.2

RM

2 mins

4. Proposals (to approve)
4.2

Terms of reference and membership of E&E and
Communications and Membership Engagement Group
Committees

5. Consultation
5.1

Priority Work

Approve

Verbal

TP

30 mins

5.2

New Strategic Plan

Discuss

Verbal

TP

30 mins

Approve

6.1

TP

60 mins

6. Motions
6.1

Motions to NEC

7. AOB

Date of Next Meeting
Thursday 23rd January 2014 at 11:00 in London
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Minutes
National Executive Council
Meeting of:

26th meeting of the National Executive Council of the National Union of
Students

Place:

NUS HQ

Date and time:

17th September 2013, 11:00

Members
present:
Zones

Liberation

Toni Pearce (President & Chair)
Joe Vinson (Further Education)
Dom Anderson (Society & Citizenship)
Raechel Mattey (Union Development)
Colum McGuire (Welfare)
Aaron Kiely & Malia Bouattia (Black Students)
Hannah Paterson & Jawanza Ipyana (Disabled Students)
Sky Yarlett & Finn McGoldrick (LGBT)
Kelley Temple & Tabz O’Brien Butcher (Womens)

Sections

Arianna Tassinari (International Students)
Josh Rowlands & Emma Barnes (Mature & Part Time Students)
Anna Chowcat & Amy Gilligan (Postgraduate Students)

Nations

Stephanie Lloyd & Rhiannon Hedge (NUS Wales)
Gordon Maloney & Robert Foster (NUS Scotland)
Rebecca Hall & Fergal McFerran (NUS-USI)

Block

Rosie Huzzard, Rhiannon Durrans, Harry Fox, Matt Stanley, Peter Smallwood,
Charles Barry, Jessica Goldstone, Marc McCorkell, Kirat Raj Singh, Edmund
Schluessel.

Apologies:

Charlotte Knight, Daniel Stevens, Chris Clements, Paul Abernethy, James
McAsh, Matthew Tennant, Jeni-Marie Pittuck, Rachel Wenstone.

Absences:

Georgie Court, Rachel Thornton

In attendance:

Amy Davies (Executive Office Manager), Jim Dickinson (Director Policy and
Delivery), Ben Kernighan (Group Chief Executive), Alex Jones (Interim Head of
Political Strategy), Simon Rayner (Director of Marketing and Communications),
Graeme Wise (Assistant Director, Policy), Graham Atkinson (Group Head of
People), Meg Evans (Policy and Democracy Co-ordinator – minute taker) , Lucy
Hawthorne (Campaigning Partnerships and Policy Officer), Gemma Painter
(Head of Further Education), Bethan Payne (ACTS Staff Representative), Hilary
Carter (Interim Director of Policy and Research), Stacey Devine (NUS Scotland
Women’s Officer), Beth Button (NUS Wales Deputy President), Michael Chessum
(Observer), Barbara Ntumey (Observer) Samayya Afzal (Observer), Hannah
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Webb (Observer)

1. Introductory & Administration
1.1

Toni Pearce (TP) opened the meeting

1.2
Apologies were noted. TP noted that Maggie Hayes had resigned from the NEC but formally
thanked her for her contribution to NEC over the year.
1.3

There were no conflicts of interests declared.

1.4

Minutes of the meeting held on 15th July 2013:

Sky Yarlett’s name was spelt wrong in the minutes and will be adjusted.
Kelley Temple wished to make an adjustment to her report.
The statement from Hull CLP was included but was deleted in the meeting so will be adjusted in the
minutes.
The minutes were approved.
1.5

There were no matters arising from the minutes.

2. Reports and accountability
2.1 Presidents’ Priorities
Toni:
Building for the General Election
Students and Work
Real Education Change
Women in Leadership
Edmund Schluessel asked about the security of the email system following it being hacked a few
months ago. All account users have been advised to change their passwords and new accounts will
have randomly allocated passwords to avoid this happening in the future.
Peter Smallwood congratulated TP on her speech to TUC Congress. PS asked about TP’s experience
at Lib Dem conference and asked for feedback on her meetings with David Willetts and Shabana
Mahmood. TP noted that NUS had organised a fringe with Million+ who delivered a paper on tertiary
education. Additionally,NUS had organised a fringe with UUK called Bright Britain.
TP talked about taking International students out of the net migration figures in her meeting with
Shabana Mahmood and pressed for updates on Labour HE policy.
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In her meeting with David Willetts, TP talked about postgraduate taught funding, including HEFCE
Postgraduate funding projects. They also talked about the sale of the student loanbook – DW has
written to TP to clarify the position. TP wanted to get clarification on any change in terms and
conditions, TP will be putting together a blog on the letter.
Jawanza Ipyana asked about TP’s experiment of clearing and asked about changes to UCAS clearing
processes. UCAS are going to review their data collection around gender and sexuality. There will
also be a review into clearing – such as use of GCSE and A-Level module marks.
2.2 Zone Convenors gave updates on their areas of work.

Joe Vinson:
Real Education Change particularly around – JV visited UCAS with TP and there was a lot of
discussion about extending UCAS to FE.
Fighting curriculum changes particularly around GCSEs – Dom Anderson led a lot of the media
coverage around results day.
Fighting for information guidance and advice service – JV noted that there was a new staff member
in the FE team to work on GCSE and A-Level reform.
Finn McGoldrick congratulated JV on the work he’s been doing around Liberate the Curriculum and
the way he’s reached out to the liberation campaigns.
PS asked whether ministers had given any indication about the removal of teaching qualifications. JV
met with Matthew Hancock who indicated that it would allow a broader group of people into FE
colleges to teach i.e. carpenters teaching carpentry. JV noted that this was a valuable notion but
there was already legislation that helped make this happen.
PS also asked about what he was doing to help FE Colleges to engage with NUS. JV noted that a lot
of FE Unions had not elected their officers yet and although this was the remit of Union
Development, he would be trying to engage with more FE unions.
Rachel Wenstone was at LD Conference; her report was taken as read.
There were no questions.
Raechel Mattey:
RM noted that she had done a lot of work around Pan-London Representation and the Charity Remit
and Activity report, which she would talk about later in the meeting. RM outlined work that had been
done around the new SU Quality Mark.
ES asked about the Quality Mark and SUEI. RM clarified what this was and expanded on the funding
that NUS had received to manage the transition and extend it to FE Colleges. This will be added to
the report.
Dom Anderson:
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DA noted his report was as read but wanted to add a couple of things:
DA met with Hazel Blears about unpaid internships last week and was pleased that David Cameron
had made a statement about an end to unpaid internships.
DA visited four unions in the last week – mostly been talking about how member unions can engage
with priority work, as well as talking about voter registration.
DA arranged a meeting with Hope Not Hate about possibly working together on the European
elections.
DA organised a Twitter campaign around #Doctors4Syria and reported back that David Cameron
and William Hague both agreed to support the campaign.
Talked to TUC Congress at a Fringe event. As a result, DA will be working with the TUC on their
Green workplaces scheme.
The Student Green Fund was launched successfully – there were some questions about why
Southampton was in receipt of money. DA clarified that this was because it was a project in
conjunction with HEFCE so did not relate to NUS affiliation status.
DA noted the success of community organising in the trade union movement, mentioning a strike of
workers he saw yesterday on his way to work. He also noted his disgust at the Sun’s front page this
morning.
Kirat Raj Singh asked about NUS’s involvement in ensuring that DC and WH stick to #Doctors4Syria
pledge. DA clarified that this was a difficult situation because of Russia and China’s potential veto
but will keep up the pressure on DC and WH to stick to their pledge.
ES asked about situation in Swaziland and asked about a situation in Nigeria where ten students had
been killed. DA noted that he wasn’t aware of the situation but was happy to talk about it to see
about moving forward.
PS asked about voter registration – DA updated on how that was going. Also asked about whether
DA would meet with Syrian students. DA said that he would be happy to do so.
JI asked about what NUS would do to keep up the pressure on the Swaziland situation. DA
emphasised how NUS was going to continue lobbying.
Colum McGuire
Birmingham Met niqab ban – CM worked closely with Kelley Temple and Aaron Kiely on this. The ban
was overturned but the lack of student representation at the institution was noticed and CM will be
working with RM and JV on building representation in the college.
The Global Mental Health Summit has nearly sold out and 17 unions now joined up to the Time to
Change pledge.
CM thanked NEC members for publicising the Office of Fair Trading review into academic sanctions
on students for non-academic debt.
Homes fit for study – CM released a housing briefing last week to Students’ Unions, which became
the most downloaded housing document from NUS Connect.
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Amy Gilligan asked about what work NUS had done to link up with TUC on Manchester demo. CM
noted that Hannah Paterson was going to update on that.
Josh Rowlands asked about Child Free to Child Friendly – CM and JR to catch up about this after the
meeting.
PS asked about local public services and what CM had in the pipeline. CM talked about the
partnerships that Students’ Unions can make with local government, especially specific to Welfare
zone, such as transport. This will be a theme of Welfare Zone conference in October.
KRS asked about interfaith meeting – what was CM going to be doing to help support SUs on
interfaith matters. CM talked about the document that was being created for students’ unions on
working with faith organisations and contacts for national faith organisations, as well as the funding
programme being run awarding students’ unions money to carry out work on interfaith

2.3 Liberation priorities were outlined to note
Black Students Campaign
Birmingham Met campaign – AK had been working with CM, KT and Malia Bouattia, as well as the
Black Students’ Campaign on this.
AK thanked NEC who marched against the EDL in Tower Hamlets on September 7th.
Matt Stanley wanted to formally commend AK and MB for the Birmingham Met campaign. TP wanted
to add commendations to CM and KT and noted how proud she was to see officers from all portfolios
working so well together across the organisation.
FMCG wanted to formally thank AK for his work with the LGBT campaign when a number of Pride
events booked racist act to perform.
Gordon Maloney asked AK is there anything NEC could to do to help with Stop and Search
consultations. AK believed that the consultation was for England and Wales only but will clarify and
then send something out.
DA also offered his help as VP Society and Citizenship during Black History Month.
Disabled Students Campaign
HP outlined her report for note:
HP has been working with Disabled People against the Cuts. She has also been working on the Save
the NHS demonstration in Manchester and working with Students’ Unions about mobilising students
for the demo.
She has developed an Anti-ATOS toolkit and asked NEC to pass onto their member unions. This
includes guidance on dealing with ATOS at Careers fairs.
Disabled students’ allowance is being reviewed. HP stated that a potential option is that DSA might
be pushed onto education providers. Producing several action plans to prepare for different
outcomes.
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HP touched on the Time to Change pledges that CM had mentioned in his report and praised how
tangible the pledges were and how positive the Global Mental Health Summit was going to be.
‘Coming out as Disabled’ day will be December 6th – HP will be asking NEC members to participate in
the day if they wish.
TP made an announcement about rules around observers, citing Rule 112 in the Constitution
concerning National Executive Council meetings:
“Any other person may request to be an accredited observer (without speaking or voting rights) at
meetings of the National Executive Council by writing to the National President, who shall be
empowered to give such accreditation, which shall not be unreasonably withheld. No person without
prior accreditation shall be entitled to observe meetings of the National Executive Council.”
LGBT
Real educational change – FMCG will be working with SY and RW about access to education,
especially around access agreements. Also working around FE Teaching Training campaign and what
the impact will be on LGBT students.
FMCG and SY had developed an Out in Sport – Train the Trainer session on inclusivity training in
sport to enable students’ unions to deliver training in-house to volunteers. There will also be an Out
in Sport Trans guide. SY also talked about work around Trans education.
PS asked about if LGBT campaign was going to do any work about boycotting Sochi. SY clarified the
position that a boycott was not a practical option but the LGBT campaign would be doing everything
they could to support LGBT students who might be in Russia for a year abroad or at the games.
Women’s campaign
Birmingham Met campaign - KT highlighted that she was glad that people were talking about this
issue but she was concerned at the lack of Muslim women being given a voice. Encouraged NEC
members to share blogs written by Muslim women and not shut those voices down.
Learning with Care report was due to launch the day before NEC but will be launched the day after.
The Consultation on Lad Culture is going out to campuses and would like NEC to publicise to
members.
KT and Rhiannon Durrans went to BYC AGM and opposed Conservative Party candidate for honorary
president due to them voting for an increase in tuition fees.
2.4 Sections report:
AG gave an update on PG committee work as the committee had just had its first meeting.
Arianna Tassinari gave an update; the committee has divided up responsibilities amongst itself.
Emma Barnes gave an update on the first meeting of the Mature and Part-Time committee. There
will be some work around retention of MPT students, supporting RW in research into professional
services, and work around Students’ Unions being accessible to MPT students (e.g. opening hours)
Josh Rowlands reported that ‘Child Free to Child Friendly’ has received some funding to roll out to FE
campuses as well.
2.5 Nations report:
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NUS Wales – Stephanie Lloyd
Budgets haven’t been finalised but it is likely that there will be a 5% cut to FE and a 5% cut to HE
budgets this year. There will be a review on funding in Wales in about Spring.
Rhiannon Hedge (RHe) added a request for officers to make sure if they have translated material
that they didn't send stuff that was entirely in Welsh with no English to Welsh unions, because
unions can only use materials with both languages.

NUS Scotland – Gordon Maloney
Emailed report round to NEC and gave a verbal update.
Last Wednesday, the Scottish government released its budget. GM reported a £4million increase in
college funding, £19million increase in HE spending and an increase in SLC funding but this hasn’t
been allocated yet.
Outward mobility – Scottish government are piloting a scheme to support tuition fees and
maintenance loans for students studying abroad.
Increase in FE sabbatical officers at Scottish colleges. GM working with Scottish government to
define terms around funding models. Legislation now says that a student association needs to be
strong, autonomous and well-funded for Colleges to be publicly funding.
There has been a big increase in funding for overheads for Scottish funding body, which will
dramatically reduce waiting times.
There will now be a Council tax exemption for students going onto study more (i.e students going
from an HNC to an HND)
GM praised Stacey Devine for her work in getting Bill Walker MSP to resign.
There has been work with Scottish Refugee Council around funding and maintenance support.
There will be a review of DSA in Scotland.
Scottish government have agreed in principle to regulate PG fees.
Working with LGBT campaign around Commonwealth Games.
Robert Foster working on apprenticeships.
NUS Scotland Black Students’ Campaign working on Black History Month.
NUS USI
Verbal update from Rebecca Hall (RHa)
RH congratulated GM on The Gathering.
Attended USI National Council.
RH has been doing a lot of work on Apprentice engagement in Northern Ireland.
RH has visited seven unions.
RH has been promoting voter registration at FE colleges.
Held a trilateral meeting with TP and USI president.
Working on integration within the education system, promoting integrated education in Northern
Ireland.
A lot of work around the Lobbying Bill – great response from MPs.
Work with DA about establishing Student Green Fund in NI.
DA thanked RH and Fergal McFerran on the work they did mobilising students in the #Doctors4Syria
campaign.
2.6 There was nothing to report on the Scrutiny and Special Groups.
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2.7 Block of 15 feedback
RD has been in contact with her unions and will be visiting Chester union in the near future.
PS has done some work around Lobbying bill and has arranged a meeting with Chloe Smith with TP
and RM.
CB has had some feedback about minutes not going up online. TP will follow up.
KRS asked for some clarity about the role of Block members in terms of reacting to issues. TP
advised that it would be best to contact the SU first, especially remembering that SUs are
autonomous. TP also advised that it would be good to contact the officer whose remit it fits into the
best but encouraged flagging up issues to officers.
HP added it would be useful for NEC members not to go straight to social media to talk about
projects or issues and to try and raise issues with the officer first, rather than sending out confusing
messages first.
3. Organisation Reports
3.1 NUS UK Trustee Board minutes 25th July 2013 – Noted
3.2 Raechel Mattey (RM) presented the initial review of Officer Development Programme – nearly
800 officers attend the ODP over the summer. There is going to be a review of summer training on
this year. More liberation training will be included in all courses. Communicating what involvement
students can have with NUS throughout the year in terms of training and development.
Looking at Train the Trainer sessions and thinking about how training can be delivered through
Students’ Unions themselves.
RM will be giving feedback to November meeting of the Charity Board but would like feedback from
anyone who attended training across the summer.
GM would like a breakdown of the feedback if it exists, especially split by nations. RM noted that she
was glad that people were coming in at a higher level to train and is excited by the challenge as it
really demonstrated the development of SUs and officers. RM will circulate further data once it is
made available.
KT congratulated RM on the training programme and the level of communication across all the
officers. Noted that she would like to see the Liberation event to be an overnight event.
CB noted Conference policy about developing training for PTOs and asked RM about it. RM noted
many of them had not been elected yet so summer would not be an appropriate time for training.
Hoping to develop some PTO training for this semester, will play a big part in the review. ES asked
about the sample sizes of the feedback. RM clarified the work of the Membership team to ensure
that the quality of the data was good and to find out more in terms of feedback to ensure that it is
representatives and also to gather feedback and themes from unions who could not attend or could
only send one delegate.
In response to KT, CM wanted to raise the question of making the liberation training overnight as he
didn’t know if that would mean that delegates would be people who ‘get’ liberation already, rather
than ones who need it.
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DA congratulated RM but all of those involved in the training around liberation and how groundbreaking it was.
Mark McCorkell also praised the liberation training and especially the Visualising Homophobic
session.
4. Proposals
4.1 NUS London: Delivering Pan-London Representation for students in the capital.
TP noted that there had been some controversy around the London paper and the decision to not
accept an amendment to it. TP outlined her reasons for this and the reasons for the ruling. Firstly,
she outlined the process reasons for this and secondly, reasons around political autonomy.
TP ruled that the paper was a proposal to create an NUS Area under rules 2000-2009 of the
Constitution. As the clerks to NEC could not agree on whether this was a paper or a motion, the
Chair made a ruling, the powers of which are set in Article 140 of the Constitution. TP ruled that the
paper was a proposal to create an area, which cannot be amended in the way a motion would be
and therefore was allowing it to be heard as a paper, which would be voted on with a simple
majority. TP further outlined that she did not believe the decision to create NUS London should be
made by NEC, but by London students’ unions themselves.
Rosie Huzzard wished to make a challenge the Chair’s ruling.
SY asked for some clarification about the paper. TP explained what the paper laid out.
AT asked for a recorded vote on the issue.
PS asked RHu if every union in London had been consulted on the amendment. RHu responded that
all unions in London had a chance to respond.
Moved to a recorded vote.
AK
Fo

MS
Fo

PS
Fo

JV
Ag

HP
Ag

RHe
Ag

SL
Ag

AC
Fo

FMCG
Ag

AG
Fo

JR
Ag

ES
Fo

EB
Ag

MMc
Ag

AT
Fo

CB
Ab

JG
Ag

BD
Ag

DA
Ag

RD
Ag

CMCG
Ag

KR
Fo

MB
Fo

TOBB
Ab

RM
Ag

KT
Ab

RHa
Ag

SY
Fo

FMF
Ag

GM
Fo

JI
Ab

RF
Fo

HF
Ag

RHu
Fo

13 For, 17 Against, 4 Abstentions. The challenge to the Chair’s ruling falls.
RM moved to discuss the paper. NUS has policy passed at Conference about London student
representation. Noted that not all SUs in London had been consulted but there was consensus
amongst themselves that they wanted it to be student-led and politically autonomous. RM clarified
that she could not create a full-time officer for the area, set its budget or its strategy and vision, but
is proposing to set NUS London up as an area.
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Questions to the paper:
RHu – Asked which Unions were consulted. RM does have the list but has spoken to the Unions
involved in the ULU consultation and with other meetings with unions between now and the end of
October. RM stated that she wanted to put this back into the hands of students in London.
GM: Hasn’t spoken to many people but gets a feeling that that a lot of officers are unhappy that the
paper doesn’t recognise the work that has already happened. RM responded that her priority was to
put this power into students’ hands.
TP asked for a formal minute to be made about the work of the London Union of Students.
AT: Noted that it was important to recognise the timescale on this, given that ULU was going to
disappear by the end of the 2013/4 academic year. RM wants to establish a timeline for this process
but wants to place the democratic decisions in the hand of London unions.
ES has been approached by member unions about representation about international students. He
also asked about private providers and their role in NUS London, as well as the role of satellite
campuses. His third point was on what RM meant by autonomy in terms of writing standing orders,
as the constitution only refers to political autonomy in terms of nations and liberation. ES noted that
NUS International Students Campaign's conference has repeatedly voted for increased political
independence, with the word "autonomy" sometimes being used in association with this and with
international students voting for the campaign to have control over its own standing orders. He also
noted that London, unlike Wales, Scotland & Northern Ireland, is not a devolved area and the
Greater London Authority has no control over post-16 education.
On this basis, he challenged the assertion in the NUS London proposal that the NUS London area
should be autonomous.
JV praised RM for involving FE colleges so much in the process and praised the partnership between
HE unions and FE unions in the creation of an NUS London area.
PS noted that there were few members of NEC from London unions so it was up to London unions to
decide. Responding to ES about devolved powers not existing in London, he noted that the Mayor’s
office controlled a lot of areas that had an impact on the lives of students.
In response to ES, RM noted how she was excited to look at how NUS could work with private
providers and satellite campuses but this would sit with the Unions to decide autonomously.
Additionally, she did not want to make policy on international students but this could be made by
those at the Area Conference.
RHu wanted reassurance that the London Union of Students would be invited to these consultation
meetings as a major stakeholder and to recognise work already done. RM praised the work of LUS
and thanked those involved, including the current ULU sabbatical officers, but had to also recognise
the concerns of certain London CMs about the LUS.
CB wanted to know how NUS’s democratic processes will reflect a new area and would RM be taking
anything to National Conference about this – such as having an NEC area for London students. RM
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confirmed that she would look into this if the area was created and if the area wished and would
support them in this if this is the case.
JI thanked members of NEC on both sides of the debate for clarifying arguments and making it less
confusing.
SY asked whether this was a constitutional amendment. TP noted that it was not. SY also asked if
NEC had the power to remove an area. TP confirmed that NEC could stop ‘recognising’ an area but it
would not stop it from existing. If NEC voted to remove an NUS Area, the area would still exist, but
it would not be an NUS Area.
Vote passed. NUS London was officially recognised as an NUS area. There were 19 votes for, 0
against, 7 abstentions.
4.2 RM presented the Charity Activity and Remit letter for approval of the NEC. The areas were
taken from NUS Conference policy and from the manifestos of the FTOs. There were no questions.
Vote passed.
4.3 Allocation of campaigning budgets.
TP presented the campaigning budgets.
PS asked why the Postgraduate budget had been cut in half. CM added that there had been budgets
allocated within the zones to work on these areas as well.
RHu asked for assurances that budgets going down would not affect the work going on. TP clarified
that the budgets were not allocated by TP but people put forward their allocations. SY asked about
the Liberations budgets. An amount had already been allocated in the departmental budgets to
subsidise activist training.
ES asked about whether a figure of £190,000 reflected inflation. TP clarified that there was an
underspend on this figure last year that would cover inflation but also that these numbers were
approved by Conference.
Budgets were approved by NEC.
5. Consultation
5.1 Priority Work:
Real Education Change – JV and RW are putting together some red lines about things that NUS
believes about the value of HE and FE. Working on lobbying OIA and UCAS to extend their remit to
FE. Lobbying BIS to fix terms and conditions for student loans, as well as lobbying for removing
International students from the net migration figures.
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General Election – NUS ave recruited a Community Organiser and will soon be recruiting Regional
Organisers and establishing a Community Organiser academy. Also working with Cabinet Office and
Bite the Ballot around voter registration.
Students in Work – TP signed a partnership agreement with TUC on better working conditions,
fighting against unpaid internships and apprenticeships and against workfare.
6. Motions
6.1 Motions to NEC.
FMCG put forward a procedural motion to change the order paper. NEC voted to allow Motion 11 to
move up the order paper.
Motion 11: A fair year’s work deserves a fair year’s pay
Speech for: Sky Yarlett
Speech against: No speech against.
Vote: PASSED
Motion 1: GCSE and A Level Reform
Speech For: Joe Vinson
Speech against: No speech against
VOTE: PASSED
Motion 2: Protecting welfare of international students
Speech for: Colum McGuire
Speech against: None
VOTE: PASSED
Parts: To remove Believes 5
Speech for: Edmund Schluessel
Speech against: Colum McGuire
Vote: FELL
Parts are kept and moved into policy.
Motion 3: Keep FE Teachers Qualified
Speech for: Joe Vinson
Speech against: None
VOTE: PASSED
Motion 4: Working with UCU
Speech for: Edmund Schluessel
Speech against: None
VOTE: FELL
Parts 1: To remove Resolves 8
Speech for: RM
Speech against: AG
Vote on Parts: Passes (parts are removed from the motion)
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Parts 2: Removes Resolves 2 and 5
Speech for: KT
Speech against: None
Vote on Parts: Passed (Removes Resolves 2 and 5)
Vote on amended motion: PASSES
Motion 5: Syria
Challenge to the Chair’s ruling on the interrelationship made by ES.
Vote: Falls
ES withdrew amendment 5.3
Main motion
Speech for: RM
Amendment 1 to Motion 5:
Speech for: Aaron Kiely
Speech against: Hannah Paterson
VOTE on amendment 1:
Parts 1 to Amendment 1 to Motion 5:
Speech to add parts: Aaron Kiely
Speech against adding parts: Charles Barry
VOTE to add parts to become policy: FALLS (Parts are deleted)
Recorded vote to keep (K) or delete (D) parts.
AK
K

MS
K

PS
D

JV
D

HP
D

RHe
D

SL
D
AC
D

FMCG
D
AG
K

JR
D

EB
D

MMc
D

ES
K

AT
Ab

CB
D

JG
D
BD
D

DA
D
KR
D

RD
D

CMCG
D

MB
K

TOBB
D

RM
D
KT
D

Vote on Amendment 1 with Parts removed: FALLS (Amendment 5.1 falls)
Amendment 2 to Motion 5:
Speech for: Rosie Huzzard
Speech against: Aaron Kiely
Parts 2 on Amendment 2 to Motion 5:
Positive parts on NEC Notes 1,2,3 and Resolves 1,3
Speech for: Dom Anderson
Speech against: None
Challenge to the interrelationship from AK.
Speech for challenge: AK

RHa
D
SY
D

FMF
D
GM
Ab

JI
D

HF
D

RF
D

RHu
D
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Speech against challenge: TP
Vote on the challenge: FALLS (TP’s ruling is upheld)
Vote to add parts 2: PASSES (Moved into the main motion)
Vote on the amendment: FALLS (The amendment is deleted, apart from the parts)
Amendment 3 to Motion 5: Withdrawn
Parts on Motion 5 on Resolves 1
Speech to delete Resolves 1: ES
Speech to keep Resolves 1: FMCG
Vote to remove Resolves 1: FALLS (Parts are kept and move into policy and stay on the main
motion)
Vote on main motion, plus parts from 5.2
Speech against main motion as amended (to balance speeches): AK
Vote: PASSES
AOB:
TP presented the allocation of regions and zones for Block of 15 members – approved by NEC.
PS asked NEC members to think about what they write on social media about each other as it can be
hurtful.
SY thanked NEC for passing Motion 11.
CB asked the VPs, President and Block to have a conversation about what the role of Block would be
having been given zone allocations.
Item

Action

Lead
th

1

Adjust Sky Yarlett’s name in the July 25
minutes

2

Adjust Kelley Temple’s report

ME

3

Remove Hull CLP letter from minutes

ME

ME

Deadline
November
NEC
November
NEC
November
NEC

Progress
Completed
Completed
Completed

Resolutions:
GCSE and A Level Reform
NEC Believes:
1. The Tory-led Government is proposing a series of reforms to GCSE and A Level qualifications
that seek to force our education system back to the 1970s.
2. Within the GCSE qualification; modular courses will be scrapped, coursework significantly
reduced and exams taken purely in the summer term, only at the end of two years.
3. The opportunity to re-sit will also be curtailed, reducing the opportunity to re-sit and capping
re-sits at one per subject.
4. These changes will come into effect for English, maths, sciences, history and geography from
September 2013.
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5. The grading structure is also set to change to a numbering system from 1-8, with number 8
equivalent to an A* and 1 to a G.
6. From September 2013 students will no longer be able to sit A level exams in January, in
either their first or second year of A level studies. A levels will still be examined unit by unit,
but all exams will be taken in the summer exam period.
7. There are also proposals to change the structure of assessment within A levels so that the
qualifications are fully linear. This means all assessment will be undertaken at the end of the
course, rather than at the end of each year of A level study.
8. As a result the AS qualification will be ‘de-coupled’ from an A level making it a standalone
qualification.
9. There are also significant proposed changes to subject content in GCSE and A levels. For
instance GCSE History will have a reduced weighting towards world history and GCSE English
literature will no longer contain an element on world literature.
10. Most recently the controlled assessments on ‘speaking and listening’ have been removed
from English and English Language GCSEs. This change has been brought in more quickly
than the other reforms in an immediate bid ‘to protect standards’. This will impact students in
the middle of their GCSEs, who have already completed this aspect of the assessment criteria.
11. Michael Gove’s ideologically driven reforms will reverse the huge steps taken in our education
system that have allowed many people, particularly liberation students to succeed.
NEC Further Believes:
1. That subject content alterations across GCSEs and A levels could have serious implications
for liberation students due to the removal and marginalisation of significant and diverse
voices.
2. The changes in qualification structure could also adversely affect students who struggle with
assessment by exam due to their educational support needs. The removal, and capping, of
re-sits could further impact students for a number of reasons, particularly if they have to deal
with significant upheaval during their education.
3. These reforms will not only impede the success of students from liberation backgrounds but
all who take GCSE and A level qualifications. There are serious concerns that that the
proposed reforms will not adequately prepare students for future study or employment. Their
focus is too narrow and has a too limited sense of how students should learn and be assessed.
4. Coursework and controlled assessment are essential to building a student’s research and
presentation skills. It is these skills which can be more valuable, for further study or
employment, than the ability to re-call vast quantities of information.
5. In reference to the recent removal of ‘speaking and listening’ from English and English
Language GCSEs, there is further concern that qualifications are being altered in a seemingly
inconsistent and irrational way. In this instance whilst students are in the middle of their
GCSE qualification and have already completed the assessment objectives in this area.
6. A variety of sector experts in HE have also stated that they believe the reforms are
detrimental to students who want to move on to University.
7. These reforms will lead to the breakup of ‘three country regulation’, meaning different exams
will be sat by students in Wales and Northern Ireland to those sat in England. This could
cause disparity between progression choices for students and workers who move across the
nations.
NEC Resolves:
1. To utilise the research already done with the membership on both GCSE and A level reform
to lobby Michael Gove, demanding he abandon these reforms.
2. To hold Michael Gove publically to account on the reforms proposed and made, specifically
highlighting reforms that will have a detrimental effect on students with a liberation
background.
3. To submit responses to the current GCSE government consultations highlighting the views
and concerns from the membership.
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4. To produce a campaigns resource for colleges to use during Freshers to engage students to
critique their recent GCSE experience, and then to further lobby their MP’s locally on the
issue.
5. To work with trade unions in the education sector who also believe these reforms are an
attack on fairness and equality.

Protecting welfare of international students
NEC Believes:
1. International students have come under attack from all sides in recent years, and this has
most recently included:
a. Proposals for landlords to check the immigration status of their prospective tenants
b. Proposals for migrants to the UK to be required to purchase insurance or pay a levy in
order to access NHS healthcare
2. NUS has been active in opposing each of these proposals and believes that international
students should be entitled to a hassle-free and supportive experience of study in the UK.
3. International students can find themselves vulnerable, particularly in relation to housing
where not being able to provide a UK-based guarantor can lead to them being charged six
months’ or more rent up front.
4. There have been a number of private companies emerging seeking to exploit these
vulnerabilities for profit, as well as a number of scams where international students are
asked to pay significant sums of money for property that isn’t available or doesn’t exist.
5. International students should be entitled to access free healthcare in recognition of the
significant financial contribution they make to the UK, through fees, taxation and expenditure.
To expect them to make additional contributions for access to the NHS is politically motivated,
arbitrary and unfair.
NEC Resolves:
1. To continue to be active in lobbying the government to reconsider its harmful proposals in
relation to the NHS and landlord immigration checks
2. To ensure that the housing issues facing international students are examined in detail
through the upcoming research project
3. To help students’ unions to feel equipped with the information they need to campaign for
their institution to improve support for international students
4. To work with other relevant organisations to lobby for online property websites to be active
in preventing their sites from being used to promote property scams

Keep FE Teachers Qualified
NEC Believes:
1. ‘The Further Education Teachers’ Qualifications (England) Regulations 2007’ are in the
process of being revoked.
2. The existence of the regulations in secondary legislation means that their revocation does not
necessitate a vote in parliament.
3. Further Education caters to a diverse demographic, as well as multiple subject disciplines.
4. Given this diversity of provision, it is crucial that subject and/or industry knowledge is
complemented by sound knowledge and experience of teaching pedagogy, rooted in formal
teacher training.
5. The revocation of FE teaching regulations will result in a disparity between teaching
standards in colleges and teaching standards in schools, where teaching qualifications are
mandatory.
6. A consultation conducted by BIS (Department for Business, Innovation and Skills) suggests
that
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a. 74% of industry professionals and sector bodies believe that teachers and trainers
in FE should have a professional teaching qualification
b. 80% of industry professionals and sector bodies believe that, by deregulating the
FE teaching profession, there will be unintended and adverse consequences for the
sector
7. That the timing of this revocation was brought forward unjustifiably, and ultimately coincided
with the week of A Level results, which has resulted in limited media exposure for the issue.
8. This reform is part of the Tory-led government’s wider disregard for further education and
shows how little they care about standards in FE.
9. That whilst qualifications need to have strong links to their respective employment area, this
does not necessitate deprofessionalising the entire further education workforce.
10. All students should be predominantly taught by a professional with a teaching qualification,
and that links to employment sectors can feature in qualifications in other ways.
NEC Resolves:
1. To write to the Secondary Legislative Committee before Sept 16th to raise our concerns with
the removal of the need for qualifications to teach in FE using evidence gathered from NUS’
membership.
2. To hold the Minister for Skills publically to account on for this decision, and to publically
question why the views of the sector have been ignored.
3. To work with sector bodies to produce a pledge to which colleges and training providers can
sign up to, advising on the qualifications, training and industry knowledge FE teachers and
trainers ought to possess, and what colleges should do to support CPD for their staff.

Working with UCU
NEC Believes:
1. University & College Union (UCU) represents over 100,000 lecturers & academic staff in
higher & further education across the UK.
2. UCU's May 2013 congress voted to invite collaboration with NUS:
a. to “work with the NUS to highlight the importance of safeguarding equality for staff
and students in the face of cuts & contractual changes”;
b. to “hold a joint conference with NUS on the defence of HE against neo-liberalism in
2014”;
c. to “campaign for public education”;
d. to “reject consumerist approaches which divide students and staff”;
e. “to work with NUS to investigate the relationship between the provision of
accommodation by universities and local accommodation prices and if appropriate,
campaign to promote the building of affordable student accommodation by
universities.”
f. “to seek to join with NUS […] to lobby to protect the right of unemployed and low paid
students to free and resourced education”
g. “to work with the NUS as a joint campaign” “to improve provision at local levels to the
best of the public sector and for improved provision (underwritten by employers, not
funding bodies) for staff employed on casualised contracts”
3. UCU also voted “to call a conference in the autumn term around the theme 'From the cradle
to the grave - Defending education for all', to approach all education unions (including the
NUS) and campaigning education groups to ask for their support in organising the conference
and inviting them to provide speakers and ideas on how we can launch a national campaign.”
4. UCU voted to “note[] the NUS's recent campaigning on postgraduates who teach” and in
response will “design and implement a low subscription regime for PhD students and other
low earners that would not be linked to the members' highly volatile income, with an aim of
securing and developing the next generation of UCU activists.”
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5. UCU voted to “note[] the recent NUS report: 'That's What She said: Women students'
experiences of 'Lad culture' in Higher Education'” and in response to “work with the NUS in
developing joint campus strategies and campaigns for identifying and addressing the serious
problems that 'Lad Culture' has on many female students' educational experiences and its
continuing effects throughout their lives”
6. UCU are consulting on a response to UCEA's offer on national pay & conditions with an eye to
rejection, with potential industrial action in Autumn 2013. FE lecturers in England may also
vote on industrial action this Autumn.
NEC Further believes:
1. Previous cooperation between NUS and UCU, for example on the 2010 compact preparing for
Demo-Lition and the 2013 joint statement on workload, has been fruitful.
2. NUS Postgraduate Campaign overwhelmingly supports closer work with UCU.
3. Government attacks on education affect not just us now but future students for potentially
decades to come. Small-scale disruption now pales in comparison to the long-term harm of
cuts, privatisation and marketisation.
NEC Resolves:
1. We accept UCU’s Invitation to work together conferences on:
a. Lifelong education and
b. Opposing neo-liberalism
2. We will strengthen our links with UCU, which supports free education, in jointly campaigning
for public education & against the students-as-customers model of student-institution
relations.
3. We thank UCU for recognising NUS's work on postgraduates who teach & will investigate
facilitating routes to UCU membership for postgraduate members of NUS through NUS Digital
& other means
4. We will share upcoming housing research with UCU & invite their cooperation in developing
the housing models agreed at NUS 2013 conference
5. In developing our position on education funding in the 2015 general election we will work
with our lecturers and the broader trade union movement
Syria
NEC Believes:
1. The Syrian conflict is messy and complicated, and neither side have much regard for civilian
casualties. A humanitarian crisis has ensued, with the current death toll at 100,000 and over
1.5 million refugees.
2. The use of chemical weapons by the Assad regime is barbaric.
3. In response to the use of chemical weapons by the Assad regime against civilians, On
August 27, U.S. Secretary of Defence Chuck Hagel announced that, should President Obama
give the order, the U.S. military is ready to launch attacks on Syria
4. On 29th August 2013, British MPs rejected a Government motion to support the principle of
military intervention in Syria by 285 votes to 272
5. The student movement has a proud history of debating the politics of the wider world,
something to be protected and encouraged.
6. A deep concern for the humanitarian crisis and solidary with those affect by it does not
translate on the NUS taking a simplistic position on intervention
7. Without a formal steer from membership on such an emotional and highly charged conflict,
we are not able to accurately represent the membership on the issue of intervention.
8. Bashar Assad’s murderous dictatorship is responsible for mass killing, torture on a vast scale
and an enormous humanitarian disaster inside Syria, with whole towns reduced to rubble,
two million refugees, four million internally displaced, seven million in immediate need of
humanitarian aid, and over a hundred thousand dead. Syria’s rulers have used huge violence
to protect their wealth and privileges, while reinforcing and exploiting sectarian divisions in
order to cling onto power.
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9. Now it looks likely that the regime has used chemical weapons against civilians.
10. An important factor keeping Assad in power is large-scale foreign intervention: by Russia,
which has kept up a flow of weapons, and Iran and Hezbollah, which have forces on the
ground. We call for an end to Russia’s arming of Assad and the withdrawal of Iranian and
Hezbollah forces from Syria.
NEC Resolves:
1. To maintain at this stage no position on intervention.
2. Mandate the Vice President (Society & Citizenship) to review this in light of evidence that
may emerge and bring the issue back to the NEC.
3. To continue to support Syrian students in the UK, facing financial difficulty and immigration
problems as a result.
4. To mandate the VP Society & Citizenship to report on what NUS and constituent members
can do to support student, workers’, human rights and other democratic organisations in
Syria.
5. To continue campaigning in defence of Syrian students in the UK.
A fair year’s work deserves a fair years pay
NEC Believes:
1. That currently there are two part-time LGBT Officers, an Open Place Officer and a Women’s
Place Officer. This comes from LGBT Conference taking the decision to ensure a
representative LGBT movement and splitting the LGBT Officer.
2. That the success of the LGBT campaign has meant that in recent history it has become
apparent that the LGBT Officers work beyond their part-time hours.
3. The work of the LGBT Officers means it is beneficial to the campaign to have the officers
located in London, in terms of meeting with stakeholders, working with other NUS officers,
being available for national action and in close proximity to government.
4. That to live in London on a part-time wage is practically impossible, especially when doing
close to full time work with irregular hours.
5. “LGBO (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Other) Students were more likely to be in debt, and higher
amounts of debt, than their heterosexual counterparts.” Pound in your Pocket.
http://www.nusconnect.org.uk/news/article/38530/Pound-in-Your-Pocket-Briefing-Lesbiangay-and-bisexual-students/
6. In Evaluating Estrangement it was highlighted that LGBT students had been facing
estrangement, possibly due to societal views in regard to sexual oriential or gender identity.
Evaluating Estrangement 2010-2011
http://www.poundinyourpocket.org.uk/downloads/Evaluating_Estrangement.pdf
7. Having a part-time paid position will exclude many from standing in election. Including but
not limited to students with dependants, students who are not out to their family – and
couldn’t live at home.
8. That the Liberation officers increase the diversity of the full time officer team and the NEC,
and are often elected directly from education and are less likely to have been sabbatical
officers.
9. NUS has a strong history of championing workers rights running campaigns around both the
minimum wage and more recently the living wage.
10. Liberation is should be embedded in the work of NUS and that this cannot be achieved
without liberation officers
11. The NEC is responsible for submitting estimates of expenditure to Conference and should
submit estimates in the year ahead that address these issues
NEC Resolves:
1. That the estimates for 2013-14 should reflect sufficient budget allocation for the LGBT
campaign to allow both of the LGBT officers to be full time
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Report
President
Author:

Toni

Date Produced:

04/11/2013

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Approve

Priorities
Main Priorities
Education

Work
Community
Women

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
• Lobbying on FE and HE issues at Lib Dem and Conservative party conferences
• Pilot funding for Postgraduate Taught (PGT) via BIS
• Discussions with 157 Group/QAA on independent complaints in FE
• Office of Fair Trading (OFT) inquiry into non-academic debt
• Secured assurances from David Willlets on student protections over sale of pre-2012
student loan book
• Industrial Strategy Conference
• Bright Britain – Universities & Growth party conference events with Guardian/SMF
• We Are The Change Webinar
• We Are The Change community organising conference
• Diversifying the movement pilot in 10 students’ unions.
• Development of mentoring scheme for women across the movement

Other achievements of my Zone/Section/Campaign/Nation (select one)
Achievement
Officer Development
Zones conferences
Sharia compliant loans
Commission on Civil Society
and
Back to School Week

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
• Ongoing review into officer development programme
• Attended zones conferences, presented on ‘New Deal for the Next Generation’ priorities
• Secured assurance from the Prime Minister that government will introduces shariacompliant student loans.
• Development of the Commission for Civil Society and Democratic Engagement and
membership as a Commissioner – gathering evidence to influence the House of Lords
on proposed changes to the rules on third-party campaigning in the Lobbying and
Transparency Bill that would limit NUS’ and students’ unions general election work.
• Partnered with Future First and ‘The I’ Newspaper on Back to School Week

Attendance at events/meetings and actions taken or agreed
Event/Meeting
Liam Byrne MP – Intro Meeting
Speech at Committee of University Chairs dinner
Speech at GuildHE conference
Compass Education Inquiry Advisory Council
Meeting with 157 Group and OIA
Meeting with UUK Chief Executive
Meeting with OFT
Lib Dem Party conference
Conservative Party Conference
HEFCE Board meeting
Civil Society Commission
Labour Women in Education

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
Initial meeting with the new Shadow Higher Education Minister
Speech to university chairs
Speech to GuildHE institutions
Attendance as a member of the Compass Education Inquiry council
Meeting to discuss independent complaints in further education
Meeting to discuss forthcoming work
Meeting to discuss inquiry into non-academic debt
Attended meetings and fringes, including with Vince Cable
Attended meetings and fringes, including with David Willetts
Attended in observer capacity
Commissioner – attended meetings and evidence sessions
Speech to new women’s network.

Plans before the next meeting
Action/Work area
Education
Work
Community
Women

What I hope to achieve
Progress on real education objectives
Development of Employment Summit and Commission on the Future of Work
Development of We Are The Change voter registration pilots
Take part in Women in Leadership conference
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Membership Engagement
Member Union
Sheffield SU
Sunderland SU
York SU, Sheffield Hallam SU,
Sheffield City College SU,
Newcastle SU, Northumbria,
Gateshead college, Teesside
Exeter, Cornwall College, UWE,
Bristol, Bath
Cornwall College
University of Hertfordshire Rep
conference

Purpose and anything to report on
To speak at Sheffield’s ‘Women Leading the Way’ session to talk about experiences as a
female leader challenging sexism.
To meet with sabbatical & leadership team to discuss ideas and update on priorities
Visits to meet with President’s and Officers to update and discuss plans for the year and
provide support.
Week of union visits with NUS Chief Executive to meet with Union Chief Execs, Officers and
staff.
Attended graduation event.
Spoke via Skype to student reps.

Media engagement and external relations
Purpose
Interview to answer questions
on tuition fees, mature and
part-time student numbers, the
cost of living and
apprenticeships.
Article in support of Back to
School Week
Interview on priorities

Outlet
BBC Daily Politics

The ‘i’ Newspaper (Independent)
SQ Magazine

Declaration of gifts, hospitality and interests
Declaration

Further comment
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Report
Vice President (Further Education)
Author:

Joe Vinson

Date Produced:

04/11/2013

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Discuss/Approve

Priorities
Main Priorities
Real Education Change
(Organisation Priority shared
with Toni Pearce, Rachel
Wenstone and Colum McGuire)
Fighting regressive
qualifications and curriculum
policy
#keepFEteachersqualified
Student Finance (working
jointly with the Welfare Zone)

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
Meetings with the OIA and other sector bodies have been held with Toni Pearce to advance
the cause of an independent complaints adjudicator for FE students.
Published an interim report using data gathered from the membership on GCSEs and ALevels. This report is going to be extended upon later on in the year. We are using this
report to lobby government and other sector bodies on the reforms.
Published an open letter on teacher qualifications with the IfL. Working with IfL to produce
a pledge for colleges to sign to ensure they only recruit qualified lecturers.
We’re now in the first stages of designing and lobbying for a new student financial support
system for FE students. More details will emerge over the coming weeks.

Other achievements of my Zone
Achievement
Apprentice Engagement Officer
Appointed
Launched weekly ‘In the know
with Joe’ policy briefing
No Free Lunch?
Education and Training
Foundation Board

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
We now have capacity within the zone to produce research, create detailed policy and
engage with apprentices.
A new policy briefing, every week! I’m good to you, I know…
Government announced intention to provide free meals to disadvantaged learners in
further education colleges, bringing this in line with 6th Forms.
Appointed to the ETF Board (replacement of LSIS)

Key Performance Indicators
Event/Meeting
Release of 5 “voices” policy
position papers
Publication of 2 pieces of
research – one on GCSEs, one
on work experience
3 x meetings of student
commission on IAG
Learner Voice Quality
Framework (LVQF) website
launched

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
We started to compile 5 policy position papers. We are aiming to release these by the end
of the year at the very latest.
Interim research on GCSE and A-Level reform has been published.
The IAG student commission will be set up this year and we have already secured some
sector bodies that are willing to give evidence.
Not yet started.

Attendance at events/meetings and actions taken or agreed
Event/Meeting
NUS Services Board Meeting
(12th September)
Meeting with Ofsted (19th
September)
Meeting with BIS (20th
September)
FE Zone Committee Meeting
(4th October)
Meeting with AoC (9th October)

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
Attended the meeting. Talked about NUS Extra and sales in FE.
Discussed a new information dashboard for governors of colleges.
Reviewed the implementation of 24+ Learner Loans.
Discussed the upcoming FE Zone Conference.
Regular catch-up. Discussed shared campaign aims.
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FE Skills (22nd October)
Zone Conferences (26th October
– 1st November)

FE training event in Wales.
Attended for seven days. Ready to sleep for a month afterwards.

Plans before the next meeting
Action/Work area
Key Performance Indicators
Attendance at events/meetings
Membership Engagement

What I hope to achieve
•
Co-opt three people onto FE Zone Committee from each nation
•
Launching #keepFEteachersqualified pledge
•
Consult on and develop a new financial support system for FE students
FEstival in Belfast (5th & 6th November), NUS Services Board (14th November), AoC Annual
Conference (19th – 21st November), House of Commons Reception on Young People in
Business (4th December), FE Leaders and FEstival (9th – 11th November)
College of North West London (28th November)

Membership Engagement
Member Union
11th September – Leeds City
College
18th September – Dudley
College/City of Wolverhampton
College
11th October – Norwich City
College
15th October – Bradford City
College
15th October – Manchester
University
22nd October – Bridgend
College
23rd October – Gower College

Purpose and anything to report on
Catch-up with sabbatical President
Catch-up with sabbatical President and City of Wolverhampton College executive
Catch-up with sabbatical President and Deputy President
Catch-up with sabbatical President (I even tried my hand at the didgeridoo, and no I’m not
very good)
Catch-up with the executive
Catch-up with the executive and sabbatical President
Delivered course rep training with Beth Button, Deputy President NUS Wales

Media engagement and external relations
Media Outlet
FE Week
The Daily Telegraph
Twitter
BBC News 24

Purpose and anything to report on
Articles on Teacher Qualifications
Open letter on Teacher Qualifications
Held a Twitter advice session on starting college/university
Interview on GCSE Reform
< Proof!

(There have been loads more but I haven’t been keeping track!)

Declaration of gifts, hospitality and interests
Declaration
Further comment
VIP Ticket to see Blue at University of Manchester Students’ Union
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Report
Vice President (Higher Education)
Author:

Rachel Wenstone

Date Produced:

04/11/2013

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Approve

Priorities
Main Priorities
Post Grad Taught Funding

Democratic Universities
Opening Up Education
HE Regulation
Public Information Review

Partnership

Students’ Protections

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
We continue to work with students’ unions to lobby for taught postgraduate funding. As
part of the Postgraduate Support Scheme, HEFCE has awarded just under £40 million in
match-funded projects to HEIs across England. Most of the money will go directly into
students’ pockets. More information on the institutions and types of projects will be
announced soon. This is big news!
We have a launched our Building Democratic Universities report, which includes an audit
for students’ unions to assess where decisions are made in their own institutions.
We are continuing to support students’ unions with their WP work and have managed to
achieved free membership for all HE and FE Unions to the National Education Opportunities
Network (NEON) in 2013-14.
We continue to lobby to ensure students’ unions are recognised in the regulation of HE,
and that students are protected, particularly where there are gaps in regulation.
The National Student Survey is being reviewed by the four UK funding councils. The review
has now entered the formal consultation phase, and we have been consulting over our
response, including sessions at Zone Conference. We will be submitting our response
before the deadline on 13th November. You can submit your own response here natcensurveys.co.uk/nssreview
We asked David Willetts to re-open the Student Charters group to look again at students’
rights and protections, as we don’t believe charters are working and set-up the wrong sort
of conversation. The new group will focus more on student representation and partnership
in order to ensure students have good experiences, rather than relying on the deficit model
of students’ rights
Met with the Office for Fair Trading to discuss areas in which students are impacted by
universities making market-driven decisions.

Other achievements of my Zone/Section/Campaign/Nation (select one)
Achievement
Global student exchanges
Complaints and appeals
HE Zone Conference

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
We are working with the HEA to fund 5 unions to carry out international research projects
into student engagement. The projects are underway.
We are continuing to work with the OIA on their Pathway 3 document about resolution of
student complaints and appeals.
We held the final committee meeting with the previous zone committee on the 11/09. Over
the course of the last 3 month we have planned the content of Zone Conference, including
the two policy themes; reassessing qualifications and democratic universities.

Key Performance Indicators
Event/Meeting
Launch of general election
education manifesto
Democratic Institutions
Research report released
10 case studies developed of
student officers as educational
change leaders
Health, social care and initial
teacher research published
Arts education SU resource
published
Induction report published

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
June 2014
April 2014

March 2014
January 2014
Feb 2014
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2 Guild HE events

Autumn 2013 and Summer 2014

Attendance at events/meetings and actions taken or agreed
Event/Meeting
04/09 Shabana Mahmood MP
04/09 David Willetts MP
10/09 ALT Conference
12/09 RAISE Conference
15-17/09 Lib Dem Party
Conference
16/09 The Student Engagement
Partnership Steering Group
18/09 NUS UK Trustee Board
19/09 NSS Interview with
NatCen
20/09 Regulatory Partnership
Group
20/09 Office for Fair Trading
22-25/09 Labour Party
Conference
26/09 Third Sector Awards
29/09-01/10 Conservative
Party Conference
30/09 Andrew Selous MP
01/10 Chloe Smith MP
03/10 Quality Matters
07-08/09 QAA Away Day and
Board
09/09 Corportate Forms and
Structures Working Group
09/09 HE Commission –
Regulating HE
14/09 OIA Board Induction
15/09 NUS Holdings Meeting
15/09 APPG Universities
18/09 UCEA
21-22/09 HEFCE Strategic
Committees Conference
23/09 Anthony McLaren
23/09 QAA Student Advisory
Board
24/09 QAA, HEPI, HEA
roundtable
24/09 ’94 Group PGT Funding
25/09 Civil Society Commission

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
Toni and I met with the then Shadow HE Minister to talk about postgrad funding, students’
rights and protections, and Sharia compliant loans
Toni and I met with the HE Minister to talk about postgrad funding, students’ rights and
protections, and Sharia compliant loans
Gave a key note speech to the conference on students and staff working in partnership to
develop technology in learning and teaching
Presented on students’ unions role in partnership
Attended
First steering group meeting of the new HEFCE-funding partnership unit hosted by NUS.
Meeting looked at work plan for year ahead.
Input in the NSS review
HEFCE / SLC meeting with heads of sector to discuss regulation / operating framework
Meeting with Toni to discuss their interest in the higher education sector
Attended and spoke at NUS and Million Plus HE Fringe
Not as posh at the Times Higher Awards #justsaying
Attended
Meeting with Toni to discuss his Education (Information Sharing) Bill, which is a private
members bill
Meeting to discuss the Lobbying Bill
Gave keynote address on partnership
Discussing QAA new strategic plan
Discuss HE regulation, gaps in regulation and student protections
Launch of the HE Commission Report on Regulation in Parliament

To discuss their agenda for the coming year
Meeting about industrial action in HE
Included a joint meeting of WPSO and TQSE (I sit on TQSE) and I gave a presentation on
the impact of the market on students
Met with CEO of QAA
Chaired this meeting
Attended seminar and presented – issues around contact hours, academic experience,
workload etc.
Spoke on the panel
Deputised for Toni – signed off Commission report ‘asks’

Plans before the next meeting
Action/Work area
PGT Funding
Partnership
Arts education
Professional Education
HE Regulation / Student
Protections
Small and Specialist

What I hope to achieve
Continue to lobby for our loan scheme and work with the students’ unions of the
institutions that are given PSS money. Begin the conversation with our members of what
‘WP in postgrad’ looks like.
Set out what we’re asking for in terms of partnership and representation and see how this
can feed into the new Charters Group.
Begin work with membership on this – looking at a national campaign against arts cuts and
local support for arts students
Launch the research on students in professional education
Ensure that students’ unions are able to feed into the Office of Fair Trading review of the
HE sector. Continue to ensure that our ‘asks’ are incorporated into the work of RPG.
Holding our Autumn NUS / Guild HE event on November 8th.

Membership Engagement
Member Union

Purpose and anything to report on
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07/09 Aldwych Group
10/09 UJS Campaigns Summit
19/09 Nottingham Uni SU
01/10 Salford SU
03/10 Birmingham Guild
04/10 UCLU
10/10 Professional education
research steering group
12/10 Liverpool SU

Attended meeting in Nottingham to talk about Opening Up Education
Spoke to students about my journey into the movement
Spoke on a panel about women in leadership
Visit
Visit
Visit
First steering group of to look into experiences of students studying ITT, nursing, social
work and healthcare aligned courses
Spoke at course rep conference

16/10 Manchester Uni SU
19/10 Bournemouth Uni SU

Spoke at course rep conference and delivered training session
Spoke at course rep conference

23/10 Kent SU
27/10 – 01/11 Zone
Conferences
02/10 – Bath Uni SU
04/10 – Bath Uni SU

Spoke at course rep conference
Spoke at course rep conference and delivered training session
Spoke at course rep conference and delivered training session

Media engagement and external relations
ITV Local Stations TV - 04/09
BBC London TV – 10/09
Financial Times – 19/09
ITV London TV – 24/09
BBC 5 Live – 30/10

Purpose and anything to report on
Spoke about tips for new students
Spoke about the World University Rankings and student experience
Spoke on their podcast about student funding
Spoke about HEFCE report on student numbers
Spoke about HE industrial action

Declaration of gifts, hospitality and interests
Declaration
HEFCE / QAA and OIA away
days

Further comment
Overnights and food provided (my room at the QAA overnight was actually haunted)
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Report
Vice President Society and Citizenship
Author:

Dom Anderson

Date Produced:

06/11/2013

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Approve/Discuss/Note (Delete as appropriate)

Priorities
Main Priorities
Employment

Students in their Communities

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
•
Developed the proposed work plan for this priority area of work, including working
with the TUC on implementation on our campaigning partnership. This will include
a programme of research; the launch of a high profile Commission on Student
Employment in the new year; and a number of regional summits to provide a
forum for students and students’ unions to define their and our priorities in this
area.
•

Delivered NUS’ annual submission to the Low Pay Commission on students and
work. Also delivered oral evidence.

•

Met with Hazel Blears MP on future collaboration on the issue of unpaid
internships, and participated in a roundtable discussion with PR Agency
GolinHariss PR Agency on how to get employers to pay their interns.

•

Spoke at TUC Young Workers forum in Manchester on pay and conditions.

•

Finalised the joint NUS and UNISON Living Wage research report, based on
Freedom of Information requests to all UK universities. The report is the most up
to date and comprehensive investigation into low pay and outsourcing trends
within the sector that exists.

•

Spoke at NUS Scotlands fantastic Low pay and cheaper travel event in Glasgow

•

Ran a deliberative democracy session at S&C Zone conference that was well
received and just generally excellent

•

Spoke at CLASS fringe on Young workers at Labour Party Conference.

•

Developed strategy for this priority area of work, including establishing eleven
regional pilots around UK over the next year focusing on voter registration and
community organising.

•

Hosted We are the Change webinar with over 30 participant students’ unions
relating to how students’ unions can use community organising in their
campaigns.

•

Strategic planning with partner organisation Bite the Ballot to plan out joint voter
registration activities in the run up to the General Election.

•

Overseen recruitment of eleven part-time Associate Community Organisers (fixedterm), with one per pilot region.

•

Developed the vision for NUS’ community organiser training.

•

Recruited an NUS Community Organiser (staff role) to coordinate/facilitate local
pilots work.

•

Met with Hope not Hate to discuss collaboration on destroying the BNP financially
and psychologically by beating them in the next European Elections.

•

Continued co-working with the Cabinet Office on student voter registration,
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including developing guidance for universities, colleges, students’ unions and local
authorities due for launch in 2014.
•

Spoke on a panel at high-profile ‘Students and IER’ forum with Chloe Smith MP,
Minister for Political and Constitutional Reform. The event was a joint event with
the Cabinet Office and networks of Electoral Registration Officers UK wide to
discuss students and IER (Individual Electoral Registration). This was a key event

Other achievements of my Zone/Section/Campaign/Nation (select one)
Achievement
E&E Work

Personal wins

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
•
Political oversight of the NUS/HEFCE Students’ Green Fund, which has awarded
£5m to 25 students’ unions to deliver innovative greening projects across England
and that will lead to step changes in pro-environmental behaviour across Higher
Education.
•

Spoke at the NUS Student Eats Conference

•

Spoke at TUC Greener work places conference.

•

Spoke in at fringe on Climate Change and the Green Economy at TUC Congress

•

Presented an award to a student allotment society at Warwick as part of the
West-Midlands Local Food Hero Awards.

•

Presented an award at the prestigious Green Gowns award ceremony

•

Spoke at NUS/HEA/QAA consultation event on embedding sustainability in the
curriculum.

•

Wrote a really excellent blog

•

Had 25 people running to be on Society and Citizenship Zone committee and
feedback would suggest that most of the zone conference was a success

•

Gave a rousing speech at the pre march student rally at TUC NHS Demo.

Key Performance Indicators
Event/Meeting
100 delegates attend SCZC

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
Achieved

Attendance at events/meetings and actions taken or agreed
Event/Meeting
Met Hazel Blears to discuss
unpaid inters
HEFCE
HEA/QAA Consultation

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
A closer partnership and some joint campaigning plans
Met to discuss progress around SGF
Was a keynote.

Plans before the next meeting
Action/Work area
Work with Hope not Hate
HEFCE

What I hope to achieve
I hope to find a way to create a formal partnership around the elections
Will hopefully be progressing our E&E relationship moving forward
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Membership Engagement
Member Union
Leicester SU
De Montfort SU
Warwick SU
Sheffield Hallam SU
Liverpool Hope SU
Coventry SU

Purpose and anything to report on
Visited
Visit followed by speaking at Rep conference. I really like DMU
Visited
Filmed a video for their AGM
Spoke at their Student Forum
Spoke at their AGM

Media engagement and external relations
Member Union

Purpose and anything to report on

Declaration of gifts, hospitality and interests
Declaration
2 slices of pizza
Lunch
Lunch
Lunch

Further comment
Liverpool Hopes student forum (it was meat feast)
Warwick sabbs got me lunch
Hallam Sabbs got me lunch
Leicester Sabbs got me lunch
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Report
VICE PRESIDENT UNION DEVELOPMENT
Author:

Raechel Mattey

Date Produced:

02/09/2013

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Approve

Priorities
Main Priorities
Work, Community and
Women in Leadership
Priorities
Designing 10 Models of
student communities and
10 models of democracy
Pan London Representation

Data sets

We are the Change

Women in Leadership

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
A number of the overall ‘A new deal for the next generation’ priorities will be
delivered through the UD zone (please see priorities update for more
information)
The 10 pilot unions have been provided with the survey to start the research
which will inform the development of the models. Research will be complete by
the end of November, we will then bring all union together in January to explore
the results.
Following on from passing the Pan London paper at the last NEC, I have been
arranging to meet with London unions individually to talk through the initial
strategy to allow unions the space to challenge work to date and shape what
happens moving forward. It became apparent that unions wanted more time to
discuss recommendations with their executives and student body so we have
delayed the first meeting of the London unions until January (dates will be going
out very soon). Feedback overall has been very positive, the challenge is to now
ensure I meet with all unions this term.
At UD zone we launched a series of data sets that empower students unions to
make better decisions, using information and research that is hard to practice
and difficult to digest. The series of documents support unions to understand
their unique environment whilst comparing to a national picture.
Ahead of the ‘We are the Change’ activism day on Monday 11th November, we
have been scaling up work with external partners (including bite the ballot) and
held a promotional webinar (to around 50 participants) to talk about the
importance of this work.
Preparation and development for the Women in Leadership Conference on the
28th November. The Conference is an unrivalled opportunity for women in
students unions to explore the importance of women’s leadership in the student
movement, develop women’s leadership skills through a range of workshops and
plenaries and provide strategies to overcome barriers for women in leadership or
aspiring to be in leadership.

NUS Charitable Services Report (to note)
Area
Student Opportunities
(Work on Student Activities,
Volunteering, Sport, Media
and enterprise)

SUEI/ Quality Mark
Strategic Support Unit

National Society of

Further comment
-We launched the resource hub at UD Zone conference which contains guidance
and inspiration resources, templates and example documents, training files.
-There have been four monthly webinars held about supporting student
activities, latest being on academic societies which attracted over 40 sign ups
(over 100 sign ups to all webinars so far).
-Still to launch, Opportunities barometer, HE/FE activities partnership, increased
work with NASTFA, scoping Student Activities conference, student media
development plan.
Online quality hub launched at UD zone conference following testing by internal
team. Final audit undertaken at Kent Union on 30th October and Union sign up
launching and open from 25th November
Strategic Support brochure of services and types of diagnostics launched at UD
zone conference. 5 diagnostics undertaken by this point in the year with 51
preferred suppliers live.
We had the largest number of apprentices together at UD zone shaping the work
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Apprentices
Impact

with the National Society of Apprentices. Scoping and contact has been made
with a large number of providers so far, with visits booked into a number of
them this term.
Following the pilot project with NEF and 9 students’ unions across the last
academic years, the final impact toolkit has been released to students’ unions.
We themed Union Development Zone Conference around ‘showing our impact’
using NEF as a keynote and workshops on its implementation. The Strategic
Support Unit have been working on a roll out plan which will include some
regional seminars on how to use it and it will also form part of the future
diagnostic toolkit used by development consultants.

NUS Services Report (to note)
Area
Ownership

NUS Digital

Further comment
We are now a very small percent off the 90% threshold for ownership of NUS
Services. We will continue to work to gain remaining shares for the overall
December deadline, however this will affect the affiliation fee efficiencies we
were hoping to make.
31 unions on the NUS Digital platform (beating target of 25-28 by mid- August).
This now gives NUS a reach of over 500k students, accessible via ChannelNUS.
We have also launched some significant areas of new functionality, in particular
the eShop which is starting to be implemented by unions and also offers us
opportunities for further development to integrate Epona and other national
schemes.

Attendance at events/meetings and actions taken or agreed
Event/Meeting
Zone conferences (ALL)

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
Preparation and attendance at all zone conferences. UD zone had an attendance
of 164 delegates over the two days. We had some problems with the capacity of
the venue which we will be resolving for future years.

Membership Engagement
Member Union
IOE, Heythrop College,
Central school of speech
and drama, Ravensbourne
Glasgow Caledonian,
Strathclyde, Glasgow City
College, Edinburgh College,
QMU, Aberdeen.
St Mary’s, Roehampton,
Brunel, LSE, Greenwich,
SUARTS, College Learner
voice practitioner network
UEA
Birmingham Guild

Purpose and anything to report on
Small and specialist Pan London consultation day
Visit of Scottish unions to talk about UD zone and to talk through priorities.

Pan London representation discussion

Speak to union council about NUS and the importance of leading the SU.
‘The big conversation’ asked to speak about my journey into NUS and why
people should engage at a national level.

External relations
Member Union
Champions for Life awards
Creative Collisions
BUCS

Purpose and anything to report on
Attended awards ceremony for the scheme
Presented NUS’ priorities for the year at the annual conference
Meeting with CEO, Sport development team to discuss collaboration potential in
certain areas.
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Report
Vice-President (Welfare) – NUS Welfare Zone
Author:

Colum McGuire

Date Produced:

November 2013

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Approve/Discuss/Note

Priorities
Four key priorities:
•

Homes Fit For Study

•

Winning on Welfare

Priority area
Homes Fit For Study

Area of work
Private Rented Sector review in
Westminster

Homes Fit For Study

Private Rented Sector research

Homes Fit For Study

Guidance for students’ unions –
“Housing How To”
London housing event (London
only)

Homes Fit For Study
Homes Fit For Study

London Academic Forum
(London only)

Winning on Welfare

Winning on Welfare publication

Winning on Welfare

Condom provision

Student Health

Student Mental Health Summit

Student Health

World Mental Health Day

Student Health

SRE (sex and relationships
education) in FE project (FE
only)

•

Student Health

•

Local Public Services

Progress
Government produced response to the review and agreed with
some recommendations but not come out strong enough in favour
of better regulation.
Met with Clive Betts MP (chair of select committee) to discuss and
lobby for further progression in this area.
Launched Homes Fit For Study research at Welfare Zone
conference, with it opening for responses this month.
Have developed survey in accordance with the Nations to ensure it
is reflective of these areas, and also worked with organisations
such as Shelter and Which?
Continued to launch editions of “Housing How To” which continues
to have high uptake and positive response from the membership
Ran an event for London students’ union with Unipol student
homes on the housing issues amongst university managed
accommodation and private providers specifically for London.
We have successfully lobbied for proposals to go to the Mayor that
he include an affordability requirement for private providers of
student accommodation in the upcoming redrafting of the London
Plan. This has the potential to significantly bring down the current
average rent of £220.97 a week for direct let private
accommodation in London.
Launched “Winning on Welfare” – a publication which supports and
guides students’ unions to evaluate, reflect and expand on their
work within the welfare remit.
Launched at Welfare Zone conference where all 200 copies we
brought were snapped up incredibly quickly!
We have successfully forged a deal within the NUSSL purchasing
consortium that enables students’ unions to buy condoms at very
cheap prices. Not only does this help with price, and ease for
students’ unions to provide free contraception, it also makes it a
lot easier for officers to do it, meaning they’re time isn’t taken up
with operational activities like this and they can focus on
representational issues.
More details of this will be released soon!
This event was a great success with over 100 delegates from
students’ unions, institutions and the mental health sector coming
together to discuss the important issue of student mental health
for the first time. This stemmed from successful joint working with
the Disabled Students’ Campaign and a new partnership with
Mind. We hope to make use of this momentum to seek sustained
funding for mental health work within NUS.
Supported students’ unions on the work they did around World
Mental Health Day (10th October)
A pilot programme has launched at several colleges across the UK.
We have been working with Brook to develop a brand for the
project, and also a portal that aims to empower the student voice
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Student Health

TUC Demo

Student Health

Alcohol impact

Local Public Services

Meet the Local Decision Makers

Local Public Services

Supporting students’ unions on
local issues

Local Public Services

Local Crime and Safety

on issues relating to SRE.
Worked with TUC on their ‘Save the NHS’ demo that took place in
September. NUS organised a student bloc on the march in
Manchester.
We have created a proposal for NUS to launch a project
supporting students’ unions and institutions to do work on alcohol
impact among students. We have submitted this proposal to Public
Health England and the Home Office for funding and awaiting their
response.
Begun planning work on a project to support students’ union in
influencing local decisions and mapping out how to have an impact
with decision makers.
Have supported several students’ unions who have been doing
work on key local issues including closure of sexual health services
and introduction of article 4 directions.
We have worked with several stakeholders to launch a steering
group dedicated to tackling students as victims of crime in local
areas.

Other work of the Welfare Zone
Area of work
Welfare Zone Conference

Sharia compliant loans
National Casework Reporting
Project
Interfaith residential event
Pay Day Lenders

Office for Fair Training inquiry
into sanctions on student debt
Research on supporting
vulnerable students

Muslim Women in Leadership
Interfaith funding project
External Speaker guidance
(Scotland only)
Hate Crime

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
Organised and ran welfare zone conference where 100 delegates attended at the Palace
Hotel in Manchester. Incredibly pleased with how it went, particularly given the uptake and
engagement in the two key areas we covered. Will be taking much of this forward to
develop policy with the new zone committee.
After much lobbying the government has agreed in principle to look at introducing sharia
compliant loans for Muslim students. This is a huge achievement, and we will be continuing
to work on this for its implementation.
This project looks at how we collate information from advice centres around the country
and use this to identify how we can better represent issues affecting students. Annual
report completed, work underway to improve national reporting of casework.
Organised for and opened registration for an Interfaith and Belief residential event taking
place in November.
Whilst we have continuing to support students’ unions wishing to remove pay day lenders
from their campuses, we have also worked with Paul Bloomfield MP and signed up NUS to
hischarter on pay day lenders. (www.change.org/en-GB/petitions/back-the-charter-tostop-the-payday-loan-rip-off)
Was expecting OFT to come to a conclusion but they decided to extend time to work on the
issue (which we believed to be good news). Attended a roundtable event with Universities,
many of whom disagreed strongly with our view to out rule this, but very much pushed our
view forward. Awaiting final conclusion from OFT by the end of this year.
Looking to deliver two key surveys to students and practitioners to assess how vulnerable
students (who may be susceptible to radicalisation) are supported by the institutional
infrastructures. Will be conducting qualitative interviews with a cross sample of unions to
understand their experience and understanding of supporting students who fall into this
category
Working with FOSIS and the NUS Women’s campaign to support running a Muslim Women
in Leadership event in November
Allocated £8,000 of funding to students’ unions across the UK to carry out work on
interfaith.
Published Scottish version of the External Speakers guidance with specific reference to
Scottish law
Exploring and researching processes around hate crime reporting in order for us to provide
support students’ unions who want to do work in this area. Specifically working with Wales
to support their policy on students’ unions becoming hate crime reporting centres.

Key Performance Indicators
KPI
9 x “Homes fit for study“ briefings produced
Leadership in welfare document produced
Mental health conference held with 80 delegates
PCC guide produced
24+ALL policy amended to exclude higher
apprenticeships
CPAG book written and distributed to SUs

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
2 briefings produced
Completed – over 200 copies distributed to students’ unions already
Completed – over 100 delegates
TBA
Action in December 2013
Near completion

Attendance at events/meetings (external only)
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Event/Meeting
UUK Code Governance Board

Date
18th September

Details
Governance board of one of the codes that governs
student accommodation

Student Loans Company stakeholder group
Which?

18th September
3rd October

Mental Health Summit
Student and Crime Steering group
Meeting with Clive Betts MP
NUS Scotland ‘Better Housing’ event

8th October
16th October
22nd October
23rd October

Welfare Zone Conference
Society and Citizenship Zone Conference
Further Education Zone Conference
Union Development Zone Conference
Higher Education Zone Conference
Unipol Codes Governance board

27th/28th October
28th/29th October
29th/30th October
30th/31st October
31st/1st Nov
1st Nov

Met with Which? to discuss housing research and
potential partnerships moving forward with in
As above in report
Attended event for Scottish student associations,
delivering training and launching Homes Fit For Study
research project

Governance board of one of codes that governs student
accommodation

Plans before the next meeting
Action/Work area
Homes Fit For Study

Winning on Welfare

Student Health

Local Public Services
Faith project

OFT inquiry

What I hope to achieve
•
Lobby government to implement recommendations from All Party Parliamentary Group
report/private members bill on Private Rented Sector.
•
Get a high response rate on PRS research and launch report to the student movement and
housing sector.
•
Continue to write and launch Housing How-To series over year with good response from
students’ unions.
•
Get Winning of Welfare publication picked up by as many students’ unions as possible, visit
students’ unions to present report to them tailored for their union and support them to
expand their work in this area.
•
Support students’ union looking to create a full time welfare post within their structures
•
Continue initiatives to support students’ unions to make their work in this area easier e.g.
condom provision through NUSSL
•
Explore partnerships with Mind and other mental health agencies to keep up the momentum
of our work on mental health
•
Launch sexual health portal with Brook for colleges looking to do work on sex & relationships
education
•
Successfully get funding for Alcohol Impact project and launch pilot phase
•
Explore areas of policy on this issue based on outcomes of Welfare Zone Conference
•
Continue supporting students’ unions who work on local issues
•
Run Muslim Women in Leadership event and explore other doing this with other faith groups
•
Support students’ unions on issues of faith and belief
•
Support students’ unions who receive funding for us on their work on interfaith week
•
Run successful residential event for students’ unions of supporting good campus relations
with interfaith and belief
Get a positive response from OFT on non-academic debt sanctions. Communicate result regardless to
students’ unions and what next steps are if any.

Membership Engagement
Member Union
University of West London
Bradford Students’ Union
Central School of Speech and Drama
Leeds University Union
Leeds Met students’ union
Reading students’ union
Bristol students’ union
Plymouth students’ union

Date
19th September
25th September
27th September
4th October
4th October
9th October
9th October
10th October

Manchester students’ union

19th October

Ravensbourne students’ union
Essex students’ union

25th October
2nd November

Purpose and anything to report on
Attended Freshers ball
Union visit
Trained new officers on campaigning and introduced NUS
Union visit
Union visit
Union visit
Union visit
Attended World Mental Health Day, spoke at event and signed
Time to Change Pledge with SU and univeristy
Attended and spoke at Course Rep Conference, and delivered
training on campaigning for change
Lunch with officers to discuss strategic steps forward
Attended and spoke at Course Rep conference, and delivered
training on campaigning for change

Media engagement and external relations
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Media outlet
BBC Radio Devon
Channel 4 News (web)
LBC Radio
Guardian
BBC News

Date
20th September
27th September
4th October
18th October
22nd October

Purpose and anything to report on
Interview on student finance shortfall
Interview on student housing
Interview on student finance shortfall
Panelist in live chat on part time students
Interview on concern over support for students with eating
disorders

Declaration of gifts, hospitality and interests
Declaration
None. Nothing. Nada.

Further comment
Not being funny but when I stood for election I thought there would be a lot more free
stuff.
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Report
NUS Women’s Officer
Author:

Kelley Temple

Date Produced:

04/11/2013

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Only accountable to the women

Priorities
Main Priorities
Women and Leadership (High
Priority)

Progress
Appointed Women in Leadership Assistant to develop and deliver women sabbatical
mentoring scheme and developed mentoring programme to be intersectional and ensure
we have black/lgbt/disabled women as a focal point.
Women and Leadership conference will be taking place on Thursday 28th November in
Birmingham where I will be delivering the public speaking workshop alongside NUS
Women’s Committee Member Susuana Antubam.
Muslim Women’s Leadership Training in conjunction with FOSIS registration closes on 8th
November, event will be taking place on Wednesday 13th November in Leicester.
Jewish Women’s Leadership training in conjunction with UJS is currently scheduled to take
place on Tuesday 21st January in London, funding is still being sourced for this event.
Electoral Dysfunction Workshop addressing structural barriers and women’s
underrepresentation in the student movement at NUS UD Zone Conference was full and
indicative feedback was excellent.
I wrote a blog on why women should run for zone committees and we increased the
proportion of women running in all the Zones from last year. You can see the blog
here: http://www.nusconnect.org.uk/blogs/blog/kelleytemple/2013/10/28/Dear-

Student Carers (High Priority)

Students Carers’ Research ‘Learning with Care’ was launched on 18th September 2013 and
we received good coverage. Thank you to the NEC members who promoted the research.
Currently in development is the Student Carers ‘Fair to Care?’ Campaign toolkit which is
due to be released before the end of the term to support local and national campaigning of
student unions and women’s groups.
Student Carers Workshops at NUS Welfare Zone Conference both were extremely
successful with over 25 attendees to each workshop and over 50% of the candidates for
welfare zone consequently running on a platform of student carers.
We have closed the Consultation and Call for Evidence for Student Unions to begin to
shape the national strategy tackling lad culture. On November 26th we will be launching the
results of the consultation and opening registration for the Lad Culture Summit (date tbc)
to take place in January which will bring student unions together with other key
stakeholders involved in all elements of the student experience. This will enable
participants to develop a shared vision on the issue and set parameters for the
commission/working group to respond to ‘lad culture’ in higher education.
We will subsequently organise a working group / commission to develop a national
strategy to respond to lad culture in HE.
Joe Vinson VPFE and I are currently sourcing funding to conduct research and in the
meantime focus groups with FE Students to start to capture what Sexism in Further
Education looks like. I will be delivering a workshop on Sexism in Further Education at
FEstival in December and conducting focus groups with FE Students.
We have written the coordinator roles and need to recruit coordinators for the regions. The
regions will be London, South East, South West, East Midlands, West Midlands, North East,
North West. Aim to launch the networks by Mid to End November

Women-at-NUS-Zone-Conferences-I-have-a-favour-to-ask/

Lad Culture (High Priority)

Women Student Regional
Forums

Other achievements of my Campaign
Achievement

Progress
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Abortion Rights Student
Conference and Briefing

Liberation Activist Days (X2)

NUS Women’s Conference
Women’s campaign mailing list

Organised Abortion Rights Student Conference in conjunction with Abortion Rights and ULU
on Saturday 23rd November and will be launching the Keeping Campuses pro choice
briefing (aim is to launch at the conference) with legal advice we are currently seeking with
regards to the position of Student Unions to take a actively pro choice stance in support of
their women students and students with wombs. With anti choice groups trying to harass
women on campuses this conference is really important and I urge NEC to let your
networks know and for student union officers to attend the conference. There was a
document which NUS released saying student unions could not take a position on this issue
which we have removed as this is not accurate information.
In conjunction with team liberation our Liberation Activity Training Days trained over 150
liberation students and officers including running the Women’s Campaign workshop 6
times! Awaiting feedback but initial indicators are very positive. Made me proud to be the
national women’s officer.
Organising national women’s conference which will take place on 18/19th March in either
Nottingham or Derby (TBC). Motion Deadline currently 15th December but will be
requesting a deadline extension.
Monthly newsletter. If you are not on the list please email me to get put on it.

Key Performance Indicators
Event/Meeting
n/a

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on

Attendance at events/meetings and actions taken or agreed
Event/Meeting
NUS Women’s Committee
Meeting
NUS Zones
European Student Union
European Students Convention

What I See Launch
ULU Women’s Officer Training
Meeting with FOSIS regarding
muslim women I Will Lead the
Way Training
NUS Mental Health Conference
Public Policy Exchange on
Discrimination in the workplace
London Student Fems Freshers
Fayre
NUS Liberation Equality and
Diversity Committee
NUS Scotland
NSO Annual Conference,
Trondheim Norway
British Youth Council UKYP
Public Speaking Training
London Reclaim the Night

NAWO Why gender should be
on europe's agenda Event

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
Accountability, campaign development and policy work focus.
Welfare, Soc and Cit, FE, UD
In Kaunus, Lithuania. Theme being internationalisation, key sessions on challenges around
increased international mobility and developing policy developments against marketization
of higher education as internationalisation and marketization too interwined in the UK.
Highlights included exploration of mobility of student support packages across Europe the
equalities session exploring the concepts of privilege and opportunities on a European
level.
Spoke on the Panel at the What I See project launch in particular about the structural
barriers women face regarding opportunities in education and beyond.
Spoke at the first ever London Women’s Officer Training about nus women’s campaign role
and priorities.
Collaboration and Planning
Helped out with facilitation
Putting students on the agenda and highlighting the need for inclusion of Colleges and
Universities as workplaces for both staff and students.
Spoke at the Freshers Fayre for the London Student Fems about the women’s campaign in
addition to Laura Bates from Everyday Sexism.
Subcommittee to the NEC, wider NUS Liberation and E&D strategy and operation planning.
NUS Scotland Women’s Campaign Planning day
Keynote Speaker at the Norwegian NUS National Conference on the topic of the binary
divide between former polytechnics and universities in the UK.
Training 10 young people in public speaking delivery before the televised house of
commons debate.
ULU Women’s Officer Susuana Antubam organised the London Reclaim the Night Student
Panel which I spoke at and numerous Women’s Committee Members attended the march
afterwards. Report can be read
here: www.nusconnect.org.uk/news/article/womens/London-Student-Women-Reclaim-theNight-2013/

This event is a way to explore the achievements and benefits of European legislation, and how young women as
European citizens can hold their MEPs to account and influence the agenda

Plans before the next meeting
Action/Work area
Student Carers
Lad culture

What I hope to achieve
Campaign Toolkit Launched
Consultation repsonses launched and registration for Summit opened
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Women and leadership
Regional forums

Conference a success and mentoring scheme underway. Muslim women I Will Day a
success and I will lead the way staff train the trainer completed.
Coordinators in post and first meetings organised.

Membership Engagement
Member Union
University East Anglia

Purpose and anything to report on
Supporting the excellent women’s officer Rachel with prep at student council where council
successfully voted to stop selling the sun and pass zero tolerance policy. Blurred lines
debate delayed to further meeting.

Media engagement and external relations
Member Union

Purpose and anything to report on

Declaration of gifts, hospitality and interests
Declaration
Went on holibags to
Amsterdam

Further comment
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Report
LGBT Officers
Author:

Finn McGoldrick, Sky Yarlett

Date Produced:

24/10/13

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Note

Priorities
Main Priorities
Out in Sport
LGBT access to Education

Love Without Borders
Activist Development

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
Out in Sport train the trainer event, equipped student officers and staff with the skills to
train sports clubs and societies on how to be LGBT inclusive, addressed issues of La
NUS LGBT is looking for project partners in our research on LGBT equality in education.
Over the next six months, NUS will be exploring how to achieve greater understanding and
recognition of the inequalities experienced by LGBT students in relation to their education,
particularly in terms of access and success in higher education.
We are using a mixed-method approach and will be coordinating a series of mini-research
and practical projects. We are looking for two types of partners for this project:
1. Students with some research experience who would like to undertake small research
projects on their campus about the experiences of LGBT students.
2. Students' unions or LGBT societies who are already carrying out, or are willing to begin,
innovative projects that seek to improve the quality of the educational experience for LGBT
learners.
In conversation with LGBT Committee & International LGBT Youth Orgs about the work
they are doing and how we can support them, and the work to put pressure on Russia to
give equal rights to LGBT people.
Liberation activist training days in Manchester and London, trained over 100 liberation
students in key activist skills

Key Performance Indicators
Event/Meeting
Liberation Activist Training

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
Took part in training 150 students, part-time officers and sabbatical officers, on how to
fight for, and/or champion liberation in their union.

Attendance at events/meetings and actions taken or agreed
Event/Meeting
Reclaim the Night
International LGBTQ Youth
Organisation (IGLYO) General
Assembly
Government Equalities Office

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
Continuing our strong links with our sisters in the women’s movement, Finn is attending
Reclaim the nights throughout the country beginning with London Reclaim the Night.
Sky attended general assembly in Copenhagen, contributed in discussions in relation to
NUS LGBT policy and contributed to democratic process. Built links with LGBTQ youth &
student associations across Europe inc, Ukraine, Belarus, Iceland, Sweden, Azerbaijan and
Armenia.
Finn attended roundtable discussion to develop consultation on LGBT issues in the UK,
discussed impact of education reforms on LGBT learners as well as issues such as hate
crime, equal access to services and health issues.

Plans before the next meeting
Action/Work area
LGBT access to Education

What I hope to achieve
First round of research gathered, hold webinar with VP HE highlighting issues for LGBT
students and follow up with Government Equality Office on issues facing LGBT learners in
accessing education
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Out in Sport
Love Without Borders
HIV/AIDS
NURGS (NSS Unistats Review
Group Steering) meeting
Forum on Sexual Orientation &
Gender Identity meeting with
stakeholders meeting
20th November is Transgender
Day of Remembrance

Support LGBT societies in joint campaigns with their college or university sports teams
Distribute new resources and launch renewed campaign
Promote ‘It Starts with me’ campaign to LGBT societies and student unions, to plan blogs
and information about World Aids Day
To look at the NSS and the way it might look in the future and to ensure they think about
liberation, and possibility of collecting data on sexual orientation.
To meet with colleges who have secured funding to work on equality & diversity issues and
to become their critical friend in their work and advise on their progress.
A day to remember those who identify as Transgender who we have lost, from those who
have being killed due to being Trans to those who have taken their lives. Will be looking
into events and inviting NEC to attend.

Membership Engagement
Member Union
Sunderland University
Keele University
Bradford University
York St. John
London Southbank University
University of Manchester
University of Westminster
(Harrow VP)
Bath Spa

Purpose and anything to report on
Sky attended event as part of Diversity Month
Sky to attend ‘Trans Ball’ and to speak
Finn holding workshop on LGBT women
Finn met with officers and LGBT society to develop Out in Sport plan
Held Liberation activist days there
Held Liberation activist days there
While I attended the radio show I popped into the sabb office to introduce myself and to
chat about NUS.
LGBT Committee Member attending event on Pride

Media engagement and external relations
Member Union
University of Westminster
USI

Purpose and anything to report on
Took part in a radio show held by their 3rd years and discussed Out in Sport report.
Been invited to contribute to Union of Students Ireland in their annual ‘Pink Training’

Declaration of gifts, hospitality and interests
Declaration

Further comment
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Officer Report – Hannah Paterson

NUS Disabled Student Officer
Officer report from August - November
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Training Events – Delivering:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Liverpool and Chester Unions – delivered mental health campaign training and
planning to Liverpool Hope, Liverpool Guild, Liverpool John Moores and Chester
Students Unions.
Training for Sussex sports clubs and societies on equality, diversity and accessible
groups/events
World Mental Health Day – training for welsh officers
Liberation Activist Training Days x2 – trained over 100 students in the north and
south to be excellent liberation activists
Mental Health Campaign training/planning – with Leeds, Leeds Met and Sheffield
Hallam
Session for Staff at FE zone around supporting disabled students

Meetings:
NEC – we had the latest NEC meeting you can find the minutes here:
www.nusconnect.org.uk/about/minutes/necminutes/
Disabled Students Allowance Quality Assurance Group – We met with the stakeholder group
and the trustee board (of which I am one). As part of this meeting we are now on the
consultation/focus group with the department of Business, Innovation and Skills to feed into the
next stage of the DSA review.
Quality Assurance Measurement Workshop- This was the workshop mentioned above with BIS
and was a conversation about what the quality of DSA looks like for disabled students, how this can
be measured and evaluated. We are still yet to discover what BIS plan to do with regards to the
review.
Mitigating Circumstances – We are working with the HE zone to look into
mitigating/special/extraneous polices.
Work Plan – lots of planning for the year ahead, making sure that we have the time and resources
to get everything done.
Governance – I have had several meetings about the changes we will be making to the campaigns
governance both in NUS Staff supporting it and Steering Committee.
LED- Meeting of the Liberation, Equality and Diversity group to discuss issues within the
organisation and joint projects.

Union Visits:
City of London University

– went to their fresher’s fair to help get people signed up to

liberation campaigns and on the hunt to find candidates for their disabled student officer
Ravensbourne – Met with their student officers to plan their mental health campaigns
and to plan against the closing of their Counselling service.

Macadam House
275 Gray’s Inn Road
London WC1X 8QB
t 0845 5210 262
f 020 7380 0794
e nusuk@nus.org.uk
www.nus.org.uk
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Queen Marys – met with their sabs to go over their plans for World Mental Health Day
and their campaign throughout the year
North West Kent College – Went along to their signing of the Time to Change Pledge
that they launched at their fresher’s fair. It’s one of the best action plans I’ve seen!
Leeds Met – went to Leeds Met to deliver mental health training for Leeds, Leeds Met
and Sheffield Hallam
Worchester – visited Worchester to help with mental health campaign planning and to
look around their excellent accessible sports facilities
York – I was at York talking on a panel about disability and what this means to students
MMU – I popped into MMU during the week of zones to see the officers briefly and look at
their excellent new time to change banner
Manchester - I popped into Manchester during the week of zones to see the officers
briefly and see how their elections were going

Protests:
Save Our NHS demo – organised the student bloc
Picket Lines for UCU strike – on the 31st October I went with VP HE Rachel Wenstone
to visit the picket lines at MMU and Manchester we managed to visit approximately 7
picket and had some excellent conversations with both students and staff about the
strikes. It was a pretty impressive display and something I haven’t seen in Manchester in
a considerable time.

Events/meetings coming up:
Bradford Visit – womens week talk and campaign planning
ARAF meeting – anti racism, anti-fascism
LED – liberation, equality and diversity group
Officer Development meeting – how to embed liberation in summer
training
Policy development
Committee meeting
HOLIDAY!
Projects Priorities:
•

Anti-Cuts
- The NHS demo was amazing, great turn out from Students from across
the country especially disabled students. Thanks to Pippa and Jawanza
who were their representing the campaign.
- I spoke at the TUC rally on behalf of NUS which was very exciting if not
very nerve wracking!

Macadam House
275 Gray’s Inn Road
London WC1X 8QB
t 0845 5210 262
f 020 7380 0794
e nusuk@nus.org.uk
www.nus.org.uk
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-

We are all set with our Anti-ATOS campaign packs that we will send out
as part of Disabled History Month to get people campaigning against
ATOS on their campuses
We will be doing press work on ATOS being banned off campuses as
part of Disabled History Month
We continue to promote the WOW petition http://wowpetition.com/
please sign it and working alongside Disabled Peoples Anti Cuts groups

•

Disabled Student Allowance
- I sat on the quality assurance group for DSA talking about what quality
looks like and how to ensure this is upheld, measured and evaluated.
- We have fed into the consultations around the DSA review and are now
awaiting BIS outcome to this consultation
- We have planned for all possible outcomes of the review and will be
ready to go should the decision be to remove or cut aspects of DSA

•

Mental Health
- We are still having lots of unions signing up to the Time to Change
pledge and supporting them through this process
- Mental Health Summit was the dream. I genuinely have not been more
excited or politically challenged in NUS then I have by the summit, a
huge mixture of policy makers and stakeholders as well as students and
students unions made the event incredibly productive and inspiring. We
are in the process of developing the outcomes of the event to pull out a
few key campaign goals for the rest of the year
- As ever I have been talking to LOTS of unions about why they should be
doing change making campaigns rather than just being aware,
delivering training and campaign planning to unions all over the country
- For world mental health day I was at the Wales Mental Health
Bootcamp, it was excellent, nice one Beth and Rhiannon

Projects Extras:
•

Day of Disabled People/Disabled History Month
We’ve been getting the video ready to launch and updating the DHM pack so that
can be sent out to Students Unions ASAP so that they can begin to get ready for
the month before it happens. The Campaign packs will be released before the next
NEC and it would be great if you can share the resources we’ve developed.

•

Mitigating Circumstances
We are working with team HE to investigate mitigating circumstances at
institutions researching the issues students face when they use them, what’s good,
what’s bad, what can be improved and best practice. Once we have this
information and feedback from unions we will be developing some resources for
unions to get the most out of these campaigns.

•

Conference
We’ve been to Liverpool to check out a possible venue. It was rubbish so we are
going back to Park Inn in Manchester. I have also begun to pull together the
agenda for the event, it looking amazing. Motions deadlines have been advertised
out and notice of conference has been published – please promote!

Macadam House
275 Gray’s Inn Road
London WC1X 8QB
t 0845 5210 262
f 020 7380 0794
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•

Zones
I went to zones, spoke to a LOT of unions about their campaigns and what they
were doing; I delivered sessions at FE zone for staff about supporting disabled
students and their involvement. Zones were incredibly empowering and
exhausting, the quality of candidates standing in election was impressive but in
general the talent in officers across the country is just phenomenal. Not going to
lie FE was, as ever, my fave, they just blew my socks off.

•

Emails

Catching up on the back log of emails. Too many!

Things to note:
•
•
•

This is not an extensive list of all the day to day things I do, this is
just the headlines.
I am human. I cannot do everything all the time.
I am going on holiday to Barcelona for a few days – I can not wait

Macadam House
275 Gray’s Inn Road
London WC1X 8QB
t 0845 5210 262
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Report
NUS Wales
Author:

Stephanie Lloyd

Date Produced:

4/11/13

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Note

Priorities
Main Priorities

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
Since the last NEC we have launched out priority campaign until the new year, Fund

Fund Further Fund Higher

Further Fund Higher. The campaign calls upon the Welsh Government to reverse the
proposed cut of £65 million to HE and FE. We have an online lobbying toolkit and an online
petition to allow anyone from across Wales to lobby their AM and the click of a button and
for anyone to show their support by through the online petition. We have been releasing
weekly briefings to support unions locally – “how to win the arguments’ ‘Mobilizing your
students, staff and local community’ ‘how to work with your local trade unions’ with more
to be released. We have also been organizing local campaign training days for unions in
the SE, SW and mid and north.
We met with the Minster for Education and the Deputy Minister for skills and we raised the
cuts and FFFH. We were given reassurances that the cuts would not be coming from Part
Time study or Widening Access and that moving forward there needs to be a more robust
WA schemes and focus from Universities.

Reclaim the Campus

Four films launched on 1st October via big social media campaign to overwhelmingly
positive response from unions and the VAW sector. Continuing to push them through
media and other organisations and using them to highlight our whole package of work on
violence against women.
Reclaim the Campus was launched in conjunction with another (but separate) campaign by
the Welsh Government around sexual harassment on campuses called Respect_GiveIt. We

FE independent complaints
procedures.

joined the launch with the Minister for this campaign and supported it’s roll-out.
When myself and Steph met with the Minister for Education and Deputy minister for Skills,
I raised the concerns around FE students not having an independent complaints procedure
enabling them to take complaints beyond the college. The ministers were fully on board
with our concerns and we will work with Estyn to do a review into the issue.

Other achievements of my Nation
Achievement
Research Projects
(Pound in Your Pocket Wales
and
Part-time students)
FE union development.

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
The Part-time research has been launched and we are currently promoting as much as
possible. There is a very short term around on the survey as it was late being published.
We are hoping to have the headline figures before the end of the calendar year. The PIYP
survey is being finalized ready to be launched this month. We raised our research projects
when we met with the minster and how they could play a role in the upcoming HE review.
This was met with a very positive response.
Beth has been doing a tour of all the colleges in Wales over the last month, meeting with
staff and student representatives to begin mapping where learner voice is in each of the
colleges and to create a sector comparison. Where SU’s are set up, I have been organizing
training for their elected representatives, or supporting them in developing their structures
further. In the colleges where union development is behind, I have been meeting with
senior management to begin conversations about setting up Students’ unions and elected
officers. Most noticeably, I am working with Gower college to create a students’ union,
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VAW Bill

Mental health toolkit

ACT learner rep

FE Skills

Students as Partners / WISE
(Welsh Initiative for Student
engagement)

Coleg Cambria in creating elected officer Roles, and Bridgend in adjusting the constitution
to enable the SU to have more autonomy.
The Bill is due to come into law in Spring 2014 and the next couple of months are crunch
time for ensuring we get everything we want in there. Along with the VAW Action Group
for Wales, I’ve been lobbying and meeting the Government VAW team to push for criteria
around the education part of the Bill.
Working with Gofal, we wrote and produced a toolkit for SU officers and a booklet for
students on Mental health at University, offering advice and guidance on reducing stigma
and discrimination and running campaigns on campus. This was launched at a bootcamp
run for SU officers and staff where we provided training and the deputy minister for skills
Ken Skates delivered a speech.
Now in post, I met with Chris the new sabbatical officer for Apprentices training with ACT.
We gave him some training and planned the year ahead, including setting up a national
society for apprentices. We are ahead of the rest of the sector in apprentice learner voice
so this is all very exciting!
Designed and ran training for student representatives from Further education across
Wales. Included info on what their role means, how they can lobby their instutions and
how to run campaigns. We also went out on campus so they could practice campaigning
using our FundFurther materials.
We have now recruited the WISE officer, Alex Butterworth has now been in post for a
couple of weeks. We have finalised the partnership statement that will be launched as the
joint Welsh HE sector’s vision and politics of partnership and student engagement.

Financial Education and
Inclusion Bill

We have been working with members of Plaid Cymru on their opposition Bill around
financial education. We spoke to them around the issues students face and the need for
financial literacy and also around the need to ensure students have a space place to go to
borrow money. The Bill passed it’s initial stage and now we will be working with Plaid to
develop our ideas for the consultation.

Equality and Inclusion grant
2014-17

The Welsh Government have put out a pot of money for organisations looking to run
projects around equality and inclusion. We’ve put in bids for a set of projects which if
successful would result in dedicated staff support to deliver research on students from
liberation backgrounds

Attendance at events/meetings and actions taken or agreed
Event/Meeting
Wales Zone Planning meeting
NUS UK NEC
NUS UK Trustee Board
QAESG
Women in Public Life launch

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
12/09/13
17/09/13
18/09/13
20/09/13
Panel debate – 02/10/13

Imagine Education catch up
Harmonisation Sub Committe

02/10/13
07/10/13

Interviews – Campaigns and
Communication Assistant
Interviews – Policy and
research assistant
Plaid Cymru Conference
Reception with Minster for
Education
Meeting with Minister for
Education and Deputy Minister
for Skills
Union Visit for TSD (Swansea &
Carmarthen)
HR Sub Committee
Union Development Zone
Conference
Higher Education Zone
Conference
Violence Against Women Action
Group
Respect GiveIt Campaign
launch with the Minster for local
government
NUS UK Women’s Committee
Meeting
NUS Wales Liberation
Committee training

9/10/13
10/10/13
10 – 13/10/13
15/10/13
17/10/13
28/10/13
29/10/13
30-31/10/13
31/10/13 – 1/11/13
education subgroup meeting

Spoke on the panel
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NUS Wales Mental Health
Bootcamp
Iris Prize & Stonewall
anniversary celebrations
VAW Action group meeting
TSDSU Lampter ‘What is
feminism?’ event
NUS UK Welfare Zone
Safer Wales meeting on hate
crime reporting
Welsh Government Cross party
group on faith
Welsh Government VAW team
meeting on VAW Bill
Met with Ben Kinross (NUS UK)
regarding Apprentices
Met with NUS UK FE team

18/09/13
19/09/13

HEA future directions steering
group
Learner voice Wales survey
group
Colegau Cymru meeting

25/09/13

Bangor Time to Change event

sat on discussion panel, launched toolkit

27/09/13
04/10/13

Equality and diversity training

14/10/13

Qualifications review meeting
with government
Pound in Pocket meeting

6/10/13

Learner journey work stran

9/10/13

NUS UK Charity Board

19/09/13

07/10/13

23/10/13

Plans before the next meeting
Action/Work area
Fund Further Fund Higher
Research
Finance Committee
FE Union Development
VAW Bill
Women’s network
Pregnancy and maternity rights

What I hope to achieve
This will be the main priority leading up to the finalisation of the budget in December.
Ensuring the research projects are to schedule
Giving evidence to the Assemblies Finance Committee on the current tuition fee
settlement.
Meeting with senior management to discuss setting up SU’s or officer teams, which will
take up most of my time.
Continue to push for demands around the details of the Bill, dependent on outcome of
meeting 5th November.
Organise event to launch NUS Wales women’s network in coming months
Call for case studies from unions and begin to pull together draft of guidance for unions
and institutions on students’ pregnancy and maternity rights.

Membership Engagement
Member Union
TSDSU Carmarthen
Cardiff University SU
TSDSU Lampeter
Met with Grwp Llandrillo Menai
Met with Coleg Cambria
Met with Gower College
Gower College student rep
Met with Coleg Sir Gâr
Meeting with Cari Davies
Union Visit for TSD (Swansea &
Carmarthen)
Swansea Union Visit
Cardiff University SU

Purpose and anything to report on
Part time officer training sessions
2 visits – meeting with the women’s officer in September and talk on the women’s
campaign in October

Interviews and helping with Merger.
Planning for the year and team bonding.
Love Comedy Hate Racism event for Black History Month
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Media engagement and external relations
Media
Western Mail
BBC Radio Wales
BBC Radio Wales

Purpose and anything to report on
‘Why Higher education cuts are a bad idea for Wales in the long term’ – 17/10/13
Eye on Wales’ - debate on tuition fees in Wales and the financial enquiry review in HE
funding – 31/10/13
Women in public life launch’ – 2/10/13

The Independent
BBC Radio 4
Western Mail
ITV The Sharp End

Blog on Mental Health
Women’s Hour on Reclaim the campus
Reclaim the Campus
Interviewed about Student finance for ITV’s politics show ‘The Sharp End’

Declaration of gifts, hospitality and interests
Declaration
Champions’ life academy awards evening, London, 18/10/13
Muslim council for Wales’ dinner, 22/10/13

Further comment
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Report
NUS-USI President Report
Author:

Rebecca Hall

Date Produced:

04/11/2013

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Note

Priorities
Main Priorities

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)

Employment

Held meetings with MLAs and lobbied about student employment opportunities in Northern
Ireland.
Set a date for an apprentice engagement day in Belfast Met College in December. Have
lobbied MLAs regarding apprentice engagement in student unions.
Communications survey has been sent to NUS-USI membership.

Apprentices
Communication
Preparing a student manifesto

Meeting of Tertiary Education Commission held at NUS-USI, designed to create a manifesto
for students for the next general election and local assembly elections.

Other achievements of my Nation
Achievement
Meeting with Richard Haass’
team in Belfast
USI Day of Action
NUS-USI Public Affairs Day
Student Governor Training

Progress (what have you achieved since the last NEC)
Met with Haass team to put forward NUS-USI’s vision for a shared future in Northern
Ireland. Our submission is being shared with the panel or parties engaging in the
diplomatic talks.
NUS-USI organised to send messages of solidarity to USI during their pre-budget
campaign to maintain the Back to Education Allowance and for the Irish government to
commit to a Youth Guarantee.
Held a networking and lobbing day in Stormont. Attended by HE and FU unions.
Training event for student governors in FE colleges.

Key Performance Indicators
Event/Meeting
Meeting with Pat Ramsey MLA
Festival Event in November
Meeting with UCU rep

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
MLA asked a question to the DEL minister regarding the role of student governors in FE
colleges.
Trained over 50 FE SU officers. Also attended by Joe Vinson
Engagement with Trade Unions before UCU strike

Attendance at events/meetings and actions taken or agreed
Event/Meeting
USI National Council Oct and
Nov
Human Trafficking event
Meeting with US Consul in
Belfast
VP HE and VP UD visit to NUSUSI

Outcomes and/or actions taken or agreed on
Represented Northern Unions.
Represented NUS-USI at an SRC event. Also attended by the Justice Minister and DEL
Minister.
Visited a number of Unions and VP HE delivered a HE workshop in QUB.

Plans before the next meeting
Action/Work area
Employment
Apprentice engagement
Pound in Your Pocket NI
Communication Survey

What I hope to achieve
Meetings with FSB and Invest NI
Hold apprentice day in Belfast Met. Promote Apprentice extra card.
Pound In Your Pocket Survey to be launched before Christmas
Assess survey results.
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Membership Engagement
Member Union
Attended Fresher’s Fairs
QUB RAG event
USI Day of action
Skills for Change

Purpose and anything to report on
Visited SRC Lurgan, SERC Downpatrick, NRC Newtonabbey, NWRC Derry, UU Belfast, UU
Jordanstown, QUB, St Marys and Stranmillis
Attended and helped
Visit to QUB and UU Jordanstown for member engagement
Train the trainer event at UU Jordanstown

Media engagement and external relations
Member Union
Belfast Met
BBC Online

Purpose and anything to report on
Integrated Education
Exam Reform

Declaration of gifts, hospitality and interests
Declaration
Tea and Scones ect.
Tea

Further comment
SRC Human Trafficking event
Meeting with MLA

4 Days of Annual Leave taken in mid-September.
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Minutes
NUS UK Trustee Board
National Union of Students (United Kingdom) Trustee Board

Place:

NUS HQ

Date and time:

18th September 2013, 11:00

Members:

Toni Pearce (Chair), Raechel Mattey, Rachel Wenstone, Gordon Maloney, Stephanie
Lloyd, Tessa Birley, Matt East, Ed Bauer, Abi Jenkins, Kayode Damali, Alistair Wilson,
Dianne Nelmes, Mike Alcock, Nick Pringle,

Apologies:

Kate Reynolds,

In attendance:

Amy Davies and Amy Elkington (minutes-takers and meeting support), Ben Kernighan
(Group Chief Executive), Dave Farbrother (Group Director of Finance), Graham Atkinson
(Group Head of People), Simon Rayner,

Admin

FT

Meeting of:

Apologies from Kate Reynolds, Rachel Wenstone will be late for the meeting. It was noted Edd Bauer
had not yet arrived and there was uncertainty if he’d be in attendance.

1.2

There were no conflicts of interest.

1.3

There were no amendments to the minutes, they were approved.

1.4

There were no further comments on the actions as they were either complete or on the agenda.

RA

1.1

2.1

D

Reports

Group Chief Executive Report

Ben Kernighan (BK) presented his report and gave an update on his meetings with Students’ Unions
and staff. BK made the following observations:








We aren’t as strong in consistently prioritising
There are a lot of overlapping responsibilities
The use of evidence is sometimes good
There are low levels of trust amongst the staff group
Outstanding Managers programme is going well
There is positive feedback on the SSU

On the section on Nations he highlighted the opportunity with Russell Gunson being seconded to work for the
Scottish Funding council.
Following a request for questions the following were asked;
Matt East (ME) asked about what resource was given to applying to funding, BK explained there was resources
spread over different teams and that this would be part of the discussions around the new strategic plan.
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Gordon Maloney (GM) asked about the Harmonisation process as there has been angst among staff. He asked
for further explanation on the parameters surrounding the process. BK gave an update on where negotiation
was at and that the process going forward will be determined in the next few negation meetings with the two
trade unions.
BK explained he wants NUS and NUS Services to be excellent employers and wants them to be harmonised. He
wants the offer to be appropriate, better than statutory and that it is similar to similar organisations to NUS.
Edd Bauer (EB) asked, what does harmonisation actually mean and is there a reduction of terms and conditions
for NUS staff.
Raechel Mattey (RM) explained that it’s about giving benefits to all including NUS Services staff who are on
statutory terms and conditions.

FT

Graham Atkinson (GA) explained he is confident that what’s being offered is fair and reasonable across the
whole Group and that does mean for staff in NUS terms and conditions will reduce to allow for others to benefit.
EB asked how much the cost of the recruitment of the new director of Policy and Research and how much is
excess of the previous position is NUS paying? It was agreed this information would be passed onto EB as it
wasn’t available to hand in the meeting.
2.2

Strategic Plan

RA

BK presented on the initial planning and key questions that would form the basis of the strategic plan from the
SLT and FTO residential and explained that the next steps would be to start a wide and engaging consultation
across a variety of stakeholders.
Mike Alcock wants ARR to have a role in this and it was agreed they would be added to the timeline
[ACTION: AD]

D

EB asked what format the consultation would take explaining that he would like more ownership of the process
including the design of the consultation, who will be consulted and what questions they will be asked. He said
he would like to see more questions in the strategic plan.
BK explained that this was the initial update and that the Board will have ownership of the strategic plan as a
whole and would be kept updated on the process and content.
The board approved this paper.
2.3

Minutes from the NEC Meetings noted.

2.4

KPIs

Jim Dickinson (JD) presented on the KPIs and explained that these were just the NUS UK KPIs which relate to
what we’re aiming for on behalf of the officers. The infrastructure KPIs will follow in November.
GM asked that the board see the Nations and Liberations KPIs as well for them to be noted as it would be
helpful they were all seen at the same place. It was agreed that NUS UK board should support how these are
developed in other areas of the organisation.
[ACTION: AD]
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2.5

Governance enabling strategy

JD presented the Governance enabling strategy paper. He highlighted that the business cycle and meeting
dates have been streamlined as well as a revision of staff support to ensure a clear decision making process.
There has been a review of the policy cycle done on behalf of the DPC committee.
Raechel Mattey (RM) gave update on the shares and explained that we can’t squeeze out as we didn’t manage
to get 90% buy in by the 31st August. When asked what impact this would have on the NUS Group, it was
noted that this has little effect on make changes to creating an NUS group as we are still able to change the
articles to function in this way but that we would just have to ensure that we consider the minority
shareholders.
EB asked which Unions were holding out and to outline what their concerns were. These are some of the Unions
holding out Cardiff, Kingston, Birmingham, ULU, USLU and that they are holding out for a variety of reasons
including political view and a lack of understanding of what it means.

FT

EB asked for assurances that we won’t name and shame Unions. It was noted that the board wouldn’t use this
as a tactic. It was also noted that this information was publically available and it would become obvious who
still owned shares at shareholders voting in the NUS Services AGM.
EB also asked for the details of the review of the policy cycle from DPC. It was pointed out this is easily
accessed by contacting the chair of DPC who own the review and would report to National Conference.
Minutes of HR Sub Committee

RA

2.6

Graham Atkinson (GA) presented the HR Sub Committee minutes
Nick Pringle (NP) asked a question on culture and how staff and officers influence this and GM asked what our
strategy for supporting our volunteers is.

2.7

D

GA and SL both explained about how the culture was influenced by both staff and officers and explained the
new work being done among volunteers to give them a better experiences and ensure they are better
supported.
Staff Survey Action plan

GA presented on the action plan and highlighted the positives and then outlined some concerns, particularly
around differences in departments score and low levels of trust among staff.
EB asked for more breakdown of all the results; GA explained that the board went through these in detail at the
last board meeting which included the full survey results.
GA emphasised that the Outstanding Managers programme would go some way to helping with the lack of trust
in leadership in the organisation by helping develop better managers across the group.
The action plan was approved.
2.8

Terms of reference for HR Sub Committee
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Graham presented this and following a point of accuracy from NP on HR Sub Committee the terms of reference
were approved.
2.9

Appointments

It was noted that Gordon Maloney and Stephanie Lloyd will sit on the Charity Board along with Raechel Mattey.
These were approved.
3.1

Minutes from ARR Sub Committee were noted.

3.2

Management accounts were approved.

3.3

Risk Register Summary

FT

Dave Farbrother (DF) presented on the risk register and highlighted the Scottish independence point and the
possible impact it could have and on the issues register he highlighted the Galloway issue which has until 26th
September before it’s expiry.
There is also some risk on external trading which will impact on NUS Services finances.
Toni thanked everyone for coming and emphasised that the mention of the Galloway case was confidential and
that any mention of Students’ Unions was sensitive as well as the NUS Staff survey and People Strategy.

RA

The meeting closed.

Actions from the meeting
Action

Lead

Deadline

2.2

Mike Alcock wants ARR to have a role in this and it was
agreed they would be added to the timeline

GW

February
2014

3.3

GM asked that the board see the Nations and
Liberations KPIs as well for them to be noted as it
would be helpful they were all seen at the same place.
It was agreed that NUS UK board should support how
these are developed in other areas of the organisation.

AD

November
2013

D

Item

Date of Next Meeting
21st February 2014

Progress
The sub committees will
include the strategic plan
on the agenda in
January’s meeting
In the Chief Executive
report there is an update
on the Nations. Currently
we are looking at how
best to report on KPIs to
all the boards and this
action will be taken into
account.
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No Platform Policy
TO NOTE
This paper outlines: The organisations on the NUS No Platform List for information
Outline
Each year the list of organisations on the NUS no platform policy comes to the NEC to note and
ensure that no organisation which has been removed from the list remains, or that any who have
been added are not missed.
Organisations
The current list following National Conference 2013 is as follows:
1. Hizb ut-tahrir (HUT)
2. Al-Muhajiroun (AM)
3. Muslim Public Affairs Committee (MPAC)
Resolutions 2005 (5-7 April)
4. British National Party (BNP)
Resolutions 2007 (27-29 March)
5. English Defence League (EDL)
Resolutions 2010 (13-15th April)
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Report
2015 Estimates Process
Author:

Dave Farbrother / Rachel Wenstone

Date Produced:

11/11/2013

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Discuss

Summary
This paper outlines the current core assumptions to build the financial Estimates for 20151. There is
still much work to be done before all the assumptions can be finalised so this paper is to give an
overview of expected direction and for input on the NEC relevant aspects.

1. Background
The NUS UK budget for 2014 2 is a net surplus of £103k, after contribution to the Charities 3 , of
£408k and the reforecast done by department managers at the end of October indicates that we are
some way away from achieving this. It should also be viewed in the context of the combined Group4
budget being a loss for 2014.
The 2015 budget has to comprehend some significant changes, each of which will require us to
make some financial assumptions:
• The operating costs of Macadam house
• Further development of the activities and role of the Charity
• Changes to the affiliations fee methodology
• Changes in SUSS5 pension deficit contributions and take up of NUSPS6 as a result
• Anticipated NUS Extra card sales – as this is currently behind budget
As a result the following are the core assumptions that we plan at this stage to use to build the 2014
Estimates.

2. Format
The format of the estimates will be similar to last year’s such that:
 A narrative on financial performance will be coupled with a set of estimates for core income
and expenditure, and an appendix detailing what each area represents.
 Externally funded projects, contracted by NUS UK, will appear in the Estimates.
 Where income is gathered for specific purposes (e.g. delegation fees) the estimates will
contain the net contribution to ensure clarity and transparency over what is spent or
subsidised from unrestricted funds, e.g. the HE Summer Training Programme will be shown
at £0 since it is budgeted to break even.

1

2015 being the financial year ending 30th June 2015
2014 being the financial year ending 30th June 2014
3
The Charities = NUS Students’ Unions Charitable Services and NUS Scotland Charitable Services
4
Group = the consolidated results of all of the entities under the control of NUS UK
5
SUSS – Students’ Union Superannuation Scheme – the defined benefit scheme which was closed to future
accrual in 2011, but will requires deficit contributions for a least another 17 years
6
NUSPS – NUS Pension Scheme – the defined contribution scheme which employees can participate in
2
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3. Overall Expectation
Overall we expect the 2015 budget to look very similar to that of 2014 as we do not anticipate any
significant new income streams. So if we want to give higher priority to certain activities in 2015 it
will have to be achieved by shifting funds from one area to another.
Our expectation at this point is that it will be a very challenging budgeting process given:
• Increased operating costs of Macadam House, until it is fully let, as we have moved from
6,700 sq ft to 13,000 sq ft
• Wage inflationary pressures and any increases in staffing costs arising from harmonisation
• Our commitment to reduce affiliation fees
• Increased pension costs – both as a result of the increased SUSS deficit and increased
employer contributions as auto-enrolment takes effect (from May 2014).
• Uncertainty of income, particularly NUS Extra, which is currently behind its budgeted sales
and UnionCloud.
• The investments being made elsewhere in the Group, particularly UnionCloud.

4. Timings
The Estimates will be brought to the NEC and Trustee Board for approval in February, prior to
submission to Conference and Strategy & Scrutiny. In the mean time we will continue the work we
doing to firm up the assumptions and then take to AR&R for review.
The NEC are invited to discuss the assumptions and feed in views on spending priorities ahead of
the detailed development of the estimates in January 2013.
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Report
Group Committees
Author:

Raechel Mattey

Date Produced:

4 November 2013

Committees:

NEC

Action:

Discuss

Communications and Membership Engagement Group
Terms of reference
This Group Committee of the National Executive Council as required by NUS’ Articles and Rules will;
•
Make recommendations for membership engagement including all communications and surveys
•
Make recommendations for research and data collection
•
Make recommendation for Social Media policy
•
Make recommendations for the NUS Group Marketing, Communications and Membership engagement
strategies

Membership
The membership of the group shall be:
•
One NUS full time officer
•
Two other members of NEC
•
One Student Director of the NUS Services Board
•
One Staff Director of the NUS Services Board
•
One Student Union staff member
The group will be supported by staff in the Membership Team and Communications Team.

Meeting
1. The chair of the Communications and Membership Engagement Group shall be the NUS full time officer or
their designate.
2. No business shall be conducted in the absence of a quorum (one third of voting members).
3. If matters arise in-between scheduled meetings that require approval by the National Executive Council a
vote via email may take place and requires not less than 5 working days to allow for replies and not less
than one third of voting members participating for it to be valid.

Selection
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

NUS Officer by appointment by the President
NEC members by appointment by the president
Student Director by appointment by NUS Services Chair
Staff Director by appointment by NUS Services Chair
Student Union staff by recruitment and appointment by the Nominations Committee.

Ethical and Environmental
Terms of reference
This Group Committee of the National Executive Council as required by NUS’ Articles and Rules will;
•
Approve all organisations the NUS Group partners with
•
Make recommendations for the NUS’ Ethical and Environmental Strategy.
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Membership
•
•
•
•
•

Two
Two
One
One
One

NUS Full Time Officers
other members of NEC
Student Director of the NUS Services Board
Staff Director/Staff Trustee member from one of the NUS Group’s Boards
Student Union staff member

Meeting
1. The chair of the Ethical and Environmental Committee shall be one of the two NUS full time officers or
their designate agreed by the President.
2. No business shall be conducted in the absence of a quorum (one third of voting members).
3. If matters arise in-between scheduled meetings that require approval by the National Executive Council
a vote via email may take place and requires not less than 5 working days to allow for replies and not
less than one third of voting members participating for it to be valid.

Selection
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

NUS Officers by appointment by the President
NEC members by appointment by the president
Student Director by appointment by NUS Services Chair
Staff Director/Trustee by appointment by the President
Student Union staff by recruitment and appointment by the Nominations Committee.
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Motions
Motion 1
1984 Yes It’s a Genocide Campaign
Proposed by:

Kirat Raj Singh

Seconded by:

Charles Barry, James McAsh

Committees:

NEC

NEC Believes:
1. From the night of the 31st October 1984 till the evening of the 3rd November 1984, 8,000
Sikhs were systematically targeted and killed across India with over 3,000 in the capital city
of Delhi alone (figures from Mishra Commission 1986)
2. The 2011 WikiLeaks cable leaks revealed that the United States was convinced of the
complicity of the then Indian government, calling it “one of the saddest and darkest moments
in recent Indian history” and approvingly quoting a commission report which found the Indian
government in power at the time responsible “for not just allowing them to happen, but
actively organizing the pogroms”.
3. In 2009 on the 25th Anniversary of the mass killings, Amnesty International said, “the various
agencies responsible for carrying out the investigations have failed to carry out the most
cursory of tasks – including recording eyewitness and survivor statements."
4. In 2011, Human Rights Watch an international non-governmental organisation that conducts
research and advocacy on human rights and has its headquarters in New York, reported the
Government of India had "yet to prosecute those responsible for the mass killing.”
5. That genocide, whether committed in times of war or in times of peace, is a crime under
international law and that as a working student body we should aim to educate and campaign
in order to halt and prevent any form of genocide now and in the future.

NEC Resolves:
1. To endorse the campaign undertaken by the National Sikh Students Alliance in conjunction
with the Voices for Freedom and Sikhs for Justice organisations which are asking the UN to
investigate the killings of Sikhs in 1984 and to declare it a genocide, as defined in Article 2 of
the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide.
2. To mandate the VP Society and Citizenship to formally write to the National Sikh Students
Alliance pledging the support of the NUS to the ‘1984 Yes It’s A Genocide’ Campaign.

Motion 2
New Deal for the Next Generation
Proposed by:

Toni Pearce

Seconded by:

Rachel Wenstone, Dom Anderson, Joe Vinson, Rebecca Hall, Finn McGoldrick,
Colum McGuire, Stephanie Lloyd

Committees:

NEC
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NEC Believes:
1. The next UK general election is due to take place on Thursday 7 May 2015, with local council
and European Parliament elections due to take place on Thursday 22 May 2014
2. At the 2010 general election, just 44 per cent of those aged 18 to 24 voted, compared 76 per
cent of the over 65s
3. The introduction of individual voter registration (IER) threatens to further reduce the number
of students and young people voting
4. The gulf in voting levels between the generations leaves young people losing out in policy
terms
5. This feeling of powerlessness and precariousness is increasingly common among the rising
generation, squeezed by global recession and biting financial pressures, uncertain about its
prospects and its future
6. Students in colleges and universities make up the majority of the next generation.
7. We too often feel let down by politicians who failed to speak on our behalf in a world where
the odds are already being steadily stacked against us

NEC Further Believes:
1. The Intergenerational Generation’s Fairness Index takes into account nine indicators that
most affect young people’s lives and outlook unemployment, housing, pensions, debt,
participation in democracy, health, income, the environment and education
2. With the Intergenerational Fairness Index set at 100 in the year 2000, it rose in its measure
of unfairness from 82 in 1990 to 129 in 2012, and the 2013 index shows that young people’s
prospects have again worsened in the last year due to rising unemployment and living costs
3. The evidence from Ipsos Mori public opinion polling shows more than two thirds of people
believe the UK government does not adequately consider future generations in the decisions
it makes today, while only 5 per cent believe it considers them too much
4. NUS can build on existing public support for bettering the interests of the next generation
5. By championing students and students’ unions, unlocking our huge potential, and using our
individual and collective power, we have a golden opportunity now to come together and to
act on our own initiative to create a fairer, more prosperous society

NEC Resolves:
1. To forge and campaign for a new deal for the next generation across the themes of
education, work and community
2. To welcome the signing of a new campaigning partnership between NUS and the Trades
Union Congress (TUC) and its identification of ten areas in which the student and trade union
movements will work together on in the year ahead
3. To work with external allies and partners to maximise voter registration and electoral
participation among young people and students to ensure their voices are heard

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Motion 3
Community Organising
Proposed by:

Toni Pearce

Seconded by:

Rachel Wenstone, Dom Anderson, Joe Vinson, Rebecca Hall, Finn McGoldrick,
Colum McGuire, Stephanie Lloyd

Committees:

NEC

NEC Believes:
1. Communities are where students live and belong
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2. Students and students’ unions are vital members of their communities, contributing through
volunteering, social action, clubs, societies and campaigning
3. The next general election is due to take place on Thursday 7 May 2015, with local council and
European elections due to take place on Thursday 22 May 2014
4. The general election will be won for students only if we get our communities on side
5. The evidence from opinion polling conducted by YouGov shows that colleges and universities
lag behind elderly care, the NHS, schools and police as public spending priorities
6. We will win support not merely by special pleading for students, but finding the issues that
unite students, workers, parents, families and the wider public, together in our communities
7. The student movement must be ready to talk about the issues that matter to the wider public
and ready to take action to have the biggest possible impact on those who are seeking
election, be they from any political party or none.
8. NUS and students’ unions are well positioned to build on our existing organising work,
including on ‘Activism’ and ‘I am the Change’

NEC Resolves:
1. To broaden and deepen our work with communities by creating new arenas for social action,
civic participation and democratic engagement by building effective campaigns for change
2. To deliver regional campaigns training and support for students’ unions to develop activists
and build skills for change across the student movement
3. To launch the ‘We Are The Change community organising academy
4. To build NUS’ community organising capacity at regional level across the UK
5. To develop 10 regional organising hubs focused on voter registration and critical policy issues

Motion 4
A higher education sector that works for students
Proposed by:

Rachel Wenstone

Seconded by:

Toni Pearce, Joe Vinson

Committees:

NEC

NEC Believes:
1. In the absence of a Higher Education Bill for England the Westminster government has
introduced a number of regulatory changes in the higher education system including:
a. A new system of student number controls designed to enable institutions with higher
levels of demand to grow their student numbers
b. New processes for approval of specific courses designated for student support so that
more private and alternative providers can compete for students
c. A single operating framework for all higher education providers that receive public money
including through student loans or who hold degree awarding powers.
2. The operating framework at present does not include a requirement for institutions awarding
degrees or accessing student loan money to fund a students’ union or subscribe to the Office of
the Independent Adjudicator or to the Office for Fair Access.
3. From 2014 providers with courses designated for student support will be subject to controls on
their student numbers.
4. Significant risks identified in the new regime include:
a. A more competitive, marketised environment between different providers of higher
education characterised by increased spend on recruitment and marketing rather than
educational opportunity and learning and teaching, and rewards for institutions who are
well positioned to compete on reputation, prestige or price, none of which are an
adequate proxy for education quality.
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b. A ‘race to the bottom’ in ensuring students are able to exercise what we consider to be
among their most fundamental rights including that of independent representation by a
students’ union and independent recourse for complaints and appeals.
c. Threats to specialist or less market-friendly providers or subjects which could lead to
significant course closures or institutional restructures or financial collapse, seriously
harming access to higher education and putting students’ education at risk.
5. The higher education operating framework for England as it is currently constituted does not
take sufficient account of these risks.
6. Participation of a range of different providers in the higher education system is not itself the
problem; the problem is constraints on student numbers, the destabilising effects of excessive
competition and the tolerance for predatory, for-profit providers who are accountable to
shareholders rather than students.

NEC Resolves:
1. To lobby for the sector to adopt the following as part of its regulatory codes:
a. The right of all students to independent representation by a students’ union, guild, association or
representative body
b. The right of all students to fair access and to have their financial and personal circumstances to be
taken into account at the point of application
c. The right of all students to independent recourse for complaints and appeals.
d. Protections for students in the case of course closure or institutional failure.
e. Recognition of the risks around regional provision and subject spread, and a means by which those
risks can be mitigated to ensure that a diversity of subjects will be available to students in regions
across England
2. To condemn education providers, organisations and individuals who exploit students in order to extract
profit from the provision of higher education for the benefit of shareholders or corporate investors and
condemn the sale of the Student Loan Book.
3. To adopt a principled position in favour of increases to student numbers during the next Parliament so that
expansion of the sector can meet demand in the system, recognising that increase may well come in the
form of more higher level vocational provision or flexible higher learning opportunities rather than
traditional full-time higher education.
4. To create a specific support offer for students’ unions that are having to deal with their institution
experiencing financial hardship, restructure or course closures, enabling them to make good decisions that
accurately represent their membership, protect students and support institutional and subject
sustainability.

Motion 5
Tackling the rising cost of energy bills in our communities
Proposed by:

Colum McGuire

Seconded by:

Rhiannon Hedge, Hannah Paterson, Rhiannon Durrans, Marc McCorkell, Fergal McFerran,
Jeni-Marie Pittuck, Paul Abernethy, Raechel Mattey, Rebecca Hall

Committees:

NEC

NEC believes:
1. UK energy bills are spiralling, with analysis from the TUC published in October 2013 showing that gas

and electricity prices have increased by 152 per cent over the last decade, four times faster than
inflation (38 per cent), even before energy companies’ recent rises have been taken into account.

2. Four of the ‘Big Six’ energy companies have already announced steep, above inflation price rises this
year, with the others expected to follow suit.
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3. NUS analysis shows that undergraduate students in England face an average shortfall between available
student support and the cost of living of £7,654 inside London and £7,693 outside London.

4. In 2012, NUS worked with Friends of the Earth to conduct a pilot survey the conditions of students’

home during the winter months: 78% of respondents either agreed or completely agreed that they felt
uncomfortably cold at home over the winter: 82% have worn more than one layer of clothing to bed,
because it was so cold, 79% either turned the heating off or hesitated to use it because they were
worried about their bill, 67% have worn outdoor hats, gloves and scarves in their own home to keep
warm

5. The evidence increasingly shows that students are the invisible fuel poor and it is intolerable that
students are forced to choose between heating and eating.
6. Many tenancy agreements within the private rented sector restrict tenants from changing utility
companies without permission from the landlord, which is usually hard to gain.

NEC Resolves
1. To examine the effect on energy price rises on students and the effect on wellbeing, and the prevalence
of energy saving provision in student households.

2. To work with students’ unions and external allies to raise the profile of the issue of student fuel poverty
and its impact, and to link this to wider concerns about energy prices and fuel poverty in our
communities.

3. To explore how NUS and students’ unions can have a bigger influence on energy costs for
student homes locally
4. To build on the ‘Homes Fit For Study’ project to propose practical recommendations and policy change
to reduce the cost of student energy bills and address both the causes and impact of fuel poverty in our
communities.

Amendment 5.1
Winter is Coming
___________________________________________________________
Motion to amend: Tackling the rising cost of energy bills in our communities

___________________________________________________________
Submitted by: Edmund Schluessel

___________________________________________________________
Add believes:
1. The study “Precarious domesticities: energy vulnerability among urban young adults” by Bouzarovski et
al (2013) on houses in multiple occupancy (HMOs) in Selly Oak, Birmingham shows a major factor in
the invisibility of student fuel poverty is that many students do not understand themselves to be in fuel
poverty while still living in homes colder than recommended for health.
2. Bouzarovski 2013 also found students in HMOs are already undertaking all possible measures to reduce
their energy bills and their energy consumption.
3. Bouzarovski 2013 concludes by calling for tighter regulation on landlords to improve heating efficiency
and a more pro-active role by universities in encouraging this, and also notes student fuel poverty
creates a vicious cycle depriving students in need of their collective political voice.
4. The recent industrial dispute at Grangemouth refinery in Scotland showed a single individual had the
power to shut the plant down & threaten the “stability of the Scottish economy”.
5. The evidence from opinion polling by YouGov shows that there is supermajority support among all
layers of the population for nationalisation of utilities and other major areas of the economy.
6. Add further believes:
7. The point of NUS is to facilitate the collective political voice of students.
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8. Consumer-side strategies for tackling fuel poverty are reaching a limit, especially as the energy market
in the UK is oligopolistic & in private hands and therefore barely publicly accountable.
9. Energy companies' threatened “strike” against even a small proposed price freeze, coupled with
Grangemouth owner Ineos's blackmail of the Scottish government, show the energy sector is being run
irresponsibly in private hands.

Add resolves:
10. To prepare material to offer to constituent members helping students determine whether they are in
fuel poverty & signposting them to NUS campaigns on the issue.
11. To call for increased environmental regulation of landlords on the basis of controlled rent to ensure
costs of improvements are not passed on to students.
12. To encourage students' unions and universities to use their dominant positions in local housing markets
to push for more environmentally-sound houses
13. To press on the national level for public ownership of the energy sector on a democratic, not-for-profit
basis in order to reduce prices & improve the sustainability of the energy industry.

___________________________________________________________
Emergency motion: Students and workers unite and fight!
Proposed by:

Edmund Schluessel

Seconded by:

Arianna Tassinari, Amy Gilligan, Matt Stanley, Aaron Kiely, Rosie Huzzard

Committees:

NEC

NEC Believes:
1. People who work for our universities, from lecturers to library staff, are taking strike action
on 3 December. This is the second day of strike action that has been organised this term by
the trade unions UCU, Unison and Unite
2. The strike has been called over a 1% pay offer, which represents a real terms wage cut. This
comes after many years of declining wages. Academic staff have seen a real-terns pay cut of
13.8% since 2009
3. Many of the workers taking part in action will also tell you that their reasons for striking
include ever increasing work-loads, low-pay, casualistion, zero-hour contracts, bullying and
discrimination
4. Many students are among those who will be striking, including the many thousands who rely
on teaching and part time work to continue their studies
5. The strike on 31 October drew wide support from students, many of whom joined rallies and
pickets in support of those on strike.

NEC Further Believes:
1. The issues the strike relates to directly affect students. Under-paid, overworked and
undervalued staff are never going to be able to give students the best possible help and
support, however dedicated they may be
2. This strike is part of both the fight to defend education and to beat back the brutal austerity
policies that are seeing jobs destroyed, living standards decimated and the future for the
next generation snatched away
3. Strikes are the most powerful weapon working people have to fight to change things for the
better – they demonstrate the huge potential power of workers
4. For Students, this strike may be a minor inconvenience in the short-term, but the long term
damage that’s being done to education will have far more detrimental effects if it goes
unchallenged
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NEC Resolves:
1. To stand in complete solidarity with workers taking strike action in our universities
2. To campaign for students not to cross picket lines and strike alongside university workers
3. To produce a leaflet for distribution on campuses, explaining why students should support
strikes and attend picket lines to bring support and solidarity
4. To make the campaign to support the strike a top item on the NUS website and use social
media networks to publicise it
5. To write to all students unions advising them to host joint public meetings with campus trade
unions in the run up to the strike to attempt to raise awareness of the issues and encourage
students to refuse to cross pickets and join protests

